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Murder Follotes Resisting of an
Affront Offered Young Woman
South Seventh street.

He was well

•
10 CENTS PER WEEK

HELP!

SUBTREASURY IS
LOOTED IN CHICAGO

VALUES INCREASE
BY HALF MILLION

August us Morris, Railroader, known and generally popular among
his aoquaintances and a young man
Stabbed in Left Breast by of good habits.
He leaves a father, Mr. A. B. Moo
Ston er J. Ferguson, Stag- ris, of 334 Jarrett street.
The father
rails
—
has been 111 several weeks of pneugers to House and
motile, and for four days has been
unconscious. His brothers are Messrs. City Board of Tax Book
Dead
AsW.

Hundred and Seventy.Three
Thousand is Taken by
Someone

MYSTFY SCRUM'N Xi THE CASE.
N. Morris, 1007 South Seventh
Make Return of $10,
Street, city; J. M.'Morris. Grenada,
Miss.; Clint Morris, 334 Jarrett
397,069 Assessment for Enmoney Dbtappeared as it It Had Van.
street, Paducah. His only surviving
suing Year
bind in Air, and Deterthes
sister is Miss Ellen Morris, of Grenada, Miss.
Are Busy.
J. B. Morris and sister, Miss Ellen,
will arrive today from Mississippi to FIGURES ARE NOW COMPLETED.
atteirdstheeflIfferat.
—
-%IAN SAIIP TO BE WEAKENING.
Funeral Arrangements.
The body was prepared for burial
Almost half a million, or to be acat the Mattill-Eflnger establishment
and this afternoon conveyed to 1007 curate, $4344u,7 is the increase in
Chicago, Feb. 2.5.—It is announced
that $17S,004 was MOM*
South Seventh street, where it will property tax, real and personal, as
team the
local sub-treasury last Wednesday.
be ield until tomorrow, when all rel- tabulletted by, the city tax book supervisors
today.
aggregat
The
$1.0-,is
e
The money disappeared as completely
atives will have assembled here. The
as if it had vanished through the
body will then be taken to Calvert 397,069, as compared with $9,92(1,562 last year,
air. Detectives from
City for burial.
—Donahgu in Chrieland Plata Ciasewa
Washington
The assessment compares with the
have been working on the robbery
Came From Murray.
assessment last year as follows:
since the money disappeared. SecreJ. S. Ferguson, better known
Augustus T. Morris, 22 years old,
Assessments.
tary Shaw, of the treasury, was noti.
FORTIFY HAWAII.
among his friends as "Stoner" Fera flagman on the Louisville division
1907
1906
fied lust week. Every man who could
guson, is a contracting earpenter,ane
Honolulu, Feb. 2.1.—United
Realty—
of the Illinois Central, was stabbed came here six
be itt any way connected with the
States military authorities have
months ago from Mur47,100068 46,768,617
theft has been examined. A still
and• killed by Stoner J. Ferguson, a ray. He resides at 1124 Trimble White
begun the work of fortifying the
Colored
205,9,50
201,9180
more rigid 'examination is going on.
island. The Japanese situation
contracting carpenter, at Eighth and street, and was en route home when
Personalty—
One man examined showed signs
hastened the action. Japanese
of
Campbell streets last evening short- the tragedy occurred.
White
03,100,92d 2,918,840
break-tug down. Jost what he admitMr. Cliff Ferguson, his son, is eanare closely watching the work
C,orored , •
ly after 6 o'clock. The attack made
13,730
13,125
ted the secret service men -refuse to
ployed at the Henry Thompson's conof the engineers.
on the young railroad man is said to fectionery
First
Moveme
nt
of AssociaWill be Held in Council Cham- disclose. The money was taken in
store on Broadway, and
Totals .. $1111,39.7.069 49,86(2,562
bills of the
be the result of the expostulation he stated this morning that he thought
tions of $1,0010,
PITTSBURG FIRE.
tion Will be to :Secure Imber of City Hall Tomorrow 45,000 and denomina
$10,41.00.
had made to Ferguson who brushed there was more than one witness to
Pittebarg, Feb. 25.— Fire
LANDMARK IS (KIING.
provement of the McCracken broke
Night and all Citizens are
against May Gordon, a young wom- the tragedy.
ow this morning in the
"I understand there Is a negro
BROKEN Bit %Kt
:
, HANGER.
basement of the Hayes building,
County Roads
William Gibson's Cabin Being Torn
an accompanying Morris.
Invited
man who saw it, and I a mtrying to
occupied
by
the
Derby
Desk
,
Away.
It was done so quickly that the find the negro," the
young man statItelieved to Be Cause of Wreck Neag
company and spread rapidly to
young woman did not realize her ed. Young Cliff Ferguson has been
the Second National bank buildJohnstown, Pa.
A railroad landmark Is being torn OFFICERS CROWN YESTERDAY.
TWO WELL KNOWN SPEAKERS.
companion had been mortally wound- here pearly two years, and has a away today and sold for kindling
ing and the Raker Desk company
building on either side of the
ed until he fell across her bed a few host of friends, who are assisting wood. It is William Gibson's "shack"
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 25.— The
him In searching for the negro.
Hayes building. Two men were
on Tennessee street between the east
Pennsylvania Railroad company tomoments later and expired. FerguBetter country roads is the slogan
crushed while escaping by a
Another big open meeting of the day issued a statement in explanaand west Illinois Central crossings
son disappeared and although
The Inquest.
a
stains in the bank building.
Commercial club will be held in the tion of the accident on Friday
occupied for over a -score years by of the Rural Lettei Carriers' associanight
Deputy Coroner Fred Roth held an
thorough search wag maee for hiss
council chamber at the city hall to- near Johnstown, Pa.
William Gibson, flagman at the cross- tion, which met at the pcutoffice yeslast night, no trace could be found. inquest at 10 o'clock this morning ings.
terday
and
organised
A
.
large
Morrow
repSANDUFIRY FIRE,
night at 7:30 'o'clock,. when
It was originally a box car but
The statement is the result of an
Young Morris, in company with at the ,Mattil-EfInger morgue on from time to time more was added resentation of the rural carriers of
the public is invited to attend and
Sandusky, 0., Feb. 25.— An
Investigation conducted
by A. C.
South Third street. There were two
partkipate. The principal speakers Shand,
until the "shack" boasted of three this office were in attendance, and
Mi84.
1 Gordon left
explosion in a furniture store
her
borne, 715 witnesses, Nfisse4
chief engineer; L. IL ZollinWay Gordon and rooms and
the
followin
g efiteltrir a-ere elected:
will be Men. Charles K, Wheeler and
a small kitchen to say
this morning hi the heart of the
North Eighth street, early Sunday af- Georgia MoCreary
e'er, engineer of maintenance of Ira>.
. Both reside at nothing of the
•
Hon. Hal S. Corbett. After their ad- and H.
two outhouses for the President, E. L. Francis; vice Presibusiness
district
caused
such
'AL Carson, assistant to Gena
ternoon and visited the young man's the residence of the former's stepdent,
M.
F. Rice; secretary, C. F.
dresses
cattle. When Gibson moved to centhe
evening
will
be
serious
given
over
fire
that Cleveland was
eral Manager Atterbury, It is said
father at 334 Jarrett street. The mother, Mrs. Ada Mattingly. at 715 tral Kentucky
to a general discussion of civic probto live with bis daugh- Hobbs; treasurer, Ira A. Newman.
appealed to for aesistance. Three
that "the only tangible evidence of
North Eighth street, a half square
The
principal
business
was the dislems.
ter the house was abandoned and the
father has been
unconscious four
buildings were burned before the
the cause of the accident found was
north of Campbell street.
railroad company gave Miss Leonora cussion of the roads and it was unandays of pneumonia and death is exfire was under control. Two mem
the broken brake hanger, as stated
Miss Gordon was the first to testiGibson
,a daughter residing here, the imously decided to take effectual
GIVES DINNER TO "LEFTOVERS" by the manager yesterday."
are probably fatally injured.
pected at any moment. At 4 o'clock fy. She laid special stress
on the privilege of selling
the timber. A. measures to secure the improvement
The loss is estimated at W.they left and west home. At 6 drunken condition of Ferguson. She
Donnor bought it and is tearing it of the county roads by all means in
Champ Clark Entertains Sixteen De000.
had
a
slight
acquaint
ance
with
Ar- away today.
o'clock Morris started
their power.
to the resifeated Colleagues.
a-1180n, meeting him once or twice in
•
dence of his brother, Mr. N. M, MorDIM) A SCIENTIST.
the Alexander & Potter grocery, a
ZELAYA'S DOWNFALL.
ris, 1047 South Seventh street,where few doors
Washington, Feb. 25.— RepresenOfteinning, N. Y., Feb. 25.—
below her house.
tative Champ Clark, of Missouri,gave
be rooms, and Miss Gordon walked
Holding steadfastly to his faith
Miss McCreary testified as to MorOpposition Party Says Is N('cesaary
a dinner last night In honor of his
in Christian Science to which he
to Eighth street with him. It was ris' running bleeding into the house
for Continued Peace.
colleagues in tgtehouse, there being
was converted after his imprisa
short
time
after
he
left
for
home.
while conversing at the corner that
14 Democrats and two Republicans
onment in Sing-Sing, George
He threw off his hat and coat and
Panama, Feb. 2.---The mail which
Ferguson came up.
New York, Feb. 25.—Before the.
Present.
all of whose congressional
Granger was electrocuted thin
fell on the bed, not speaking.
arrived today brought a proclamation
careers terminate with this congress. Thaw trial opened this morning it
Staggered .1gainet Her.
morning for the murder of ('has.
Dr. L. Edwin Young, county physigned at Che:ateca, Honduras, by
The Republican congressmen were was rumored that District Attorney
Lutz, a dairyman, for money.
Miss Gordon stated that Ferguson sician, testified as to the wound beMr. R. G. Davis has announced his Gene Anastastio Gritz, Paulin° GodJerome would apply for a lunacy
Grosvenor Of Ohio and Sibley
Four times the electricity was
of
staggered against her, appearing to ing fatal
candidacy for the Democratic nomi- ey, Efiliano Busfus and Rafael Hercommission to decide on Thaw's menPennsylv
ania,
and
the
Democrat
applied
be intoxicated. Young Morris resents
The verdict was:
inbefore
the doctors were
nation for mayor, making the third nandez, representing the various pocluded Kline of Pennsylvania. Rob- tal condition.
satisfied he was dead, though
the Jury, being empanelled to candidate to enter the
ed it, asking him to please be careparties in Nicaragua,
race.
The Utleal
ertson of Louisiana. Bankhead
Evelyn Thaw was the first witness.
there was no movement of his
of
ful. To this, Ferguson is alleged to inquire into the death of Gus Morris, others are City Attorney
Tom Har- who are among the officers of the
Alabama, Sullivan and McNary of Jerome continued his merciless crossbody
after
the
have sullenly replied, "What have whose remains now Ile before us, find rison and Hon. Charlet, Reed.
first
shock
except
army of President Bonilla, of HonduMassachusetts, Smith and Trimble of examinatiou
The witness appeared
a fluttering of the Augers.
you got to do with it, any way?" from the evidence that he came to his
William T. (Billy) Read and R ras. The Proclamation is addressed
Kentucky, Zenor of Indiana, Butler to have recovered from her breakMorris replied. Then Ferguson de- death as a result of a knife (wound M. Miles have formally announce to Central. Americans, and
d
says that
of Tennessee, Field of Texas, Hunt of down last week. Early the questionliberately struck Morris in the chest inflicted
by Stonewall Ferguson for city jailer on the Democratic President Zelaya's downfall is
MILS. M'DONALD BETTER.
an urMissouri, Towne of New York. and ing did not bring out any sensational
atter/rah a cry the young man tot- (known as Stony Ferguson) in the ticket. Mr. Read is the well
Chh;go, Feb. 23.—Mrs. Dora
known gent necessity for the purification of
Gudger and Patterson of North Car- testimony. The witness identified a
tered turned and ran towards Miss city of Paducah, county of'McCracken grocery clerk, and Mr. Miles a prom- the political situation in Nicaragu
McDonald, who killed Webster
a.
olina. Representative (lateen son, letter written by White in June. 1902
Gordon's residence, a short distance and state of Kentucky, on the night inent harness marker.
Guerin last week, is considerably
In which he said upon receipt of a
Bennet C. Clark. was also present.
of February 24, 1907." Signed J. E.
away.
TEACHER FRACTURES ARM
improved, but mentally unbalwritten notification that she
was
"Why are you running?" she ask- Potter, Al Atchison, H
Ackerman, DROPS $300,000 AT FARO
BY FALLING AT S(.210014.
anced. The question which auGAME.
about to take a vacating weekly,
L L. Bebout, L. L. Jones and L F.
MOSHELL SOLE OWNER.
ed.
thorities wish to determine is
checks for $25 would be sent, or to"My God, don't you see what he Bennett,
Miss Kate White, teacher of the
whether the woman was insane
New Record for Gambling Losses Set
tal sum of $100,
Annuities
More Witnesses.
Entire
has done to me?" was the reply, as
Control
of
Belvedere
A eight grade, at the Washington
before the sheeting. The coroby Tonopah Man.
County Attorney Alben Barkley
Evelyn admitted elle had kept
Hotel.
the young railroader ran tearing
school, slipped and fell while wafking
ner's inquest will be held tomorIn a deal oloeed today R. E. L. company with Jaek Barrymore, an
away his shirt and exposing a gap- was busy today securing evidence and
row. The police believe Mrs. McTonopah, Nev. Feb. 25.— All rec- to her room at the school this mornHoehe:1 becomes the sole proprietor actor, and he had proposed. She deing wound just above his heart, that found that Alfred McClure, a boy ords for plunging
Donald will be held to the grand
in gambling games ing about 8 o'cock and sustained a
and
manager of the Belvedere hotel nied emphatically the operation on
severed one of the main arteries in working for the Dohankue Manufact- were broken
fracture
of her left wrist.
Mem
Jury.
here yesterday morning
uring company, with several comand cafe. The firm name has been which the prosecution expected
the body.
to
when Abe Brown, part owner in the Katherine Powell is acting for her
R. E. L. Moshell & company in the score a point. She made tin explaaaQuickly she followed and Morris panions heard the conversation pre- Tonopah Club, lost
Dr. J. T. Reddick pronounces the
1340,000
at
one
Traffic Delayed by Washout.
past. but Mr. Moshell has purchased tion, apparently damaging about a
threw himself upon her bed and ex- ceding the killing, from a grocery sitting. While
Brown gambled away fracture not serious.
Yesterday afternoon traffic was de- the interest of C. E.
pired. Physicians were too late to store a short distance away. He in- $300,000 in
Graham and will cablegram she sent to White from
less than twenty-foes
layed on the N.. C. & St. L, by wash-- run the business alone. The
render any assistance and the *body formed the jury of this, the boys not hours, he is actually
interior France. he declared the secretary
GRAIN NI ARK FT.
loses but $2410....;,
outs near Murray, and the afternoon improvements of the Belveder
was removed to tbe MattIII-Slinger having arrived. He stated that their e0,4), as he is a one-third
e have of time embassy. at London had anowner In th,e
Cincinnati, teb. 2.5.—Wheat,
train due at 1 e'clo/ k arrived after been completed and wIth
testimony would he the same ae the
undertaking establishment.
the comple- noyed her mother and it was to stop
game In which he loin his fortune, 794: corn, 50; oats, 45.
4 o'clock.
tion of the annex the hotel capacity this that the cablegram
In the confusion Ferguson MICAP- first witness, Mies Gordon. His state- and one-third of his loss le
was sent.
hie win- —
ment
was
accepted,
She said they hall no connection with
will be materially increased.
ed.
ning as part proprietor.
her European travel with Thaw. Jr The Dead Man.
Gamblers here say that Brown's
Cyril Scott Coming.
rome was relentless in his cross-ex- e
Augustus T. Morris was 22 year.
COUNTY SUPERVISORS
loss is the greatest ever known at
Manager Thomas W. Roberts has
old. and born and raised near Olive,
ARE STILL IN MISSION. amination, but Evelyn was unruMe4.1
faro bank. It is said that Joe Leiter
by his severity.
Mare/tall county. He came to Padu- booked Cyril Scott, in "The Prince once Wet $140,4100 at one
sitting and
The county hoard of tax superviscah one year ago last August and (Imp" for March 13, at The Ken- John W. Oates oleo lost $154/000
at
ors will remain In session until Thurewent to work with,p.,,dge gang on tucky.
Gent Working On Boat.
one sitting at faro.
The United Statee gunboat Wasp, by the department that he can keep day hearing eomplaints, the time set
the Illinois Central. Lately he was
Captain F. (lent Is superiptendt
promoted to be flagman and had been
Acting Captain Crogham in command, the Weep in the -river a month, If be for this wink being from February the building at the wharf
TRAIN IN FLAMES.
of
running out of Paducah
on work
will not ,reach Memphis next week, as so desires, and the only condition im- 3 to February 25. It will require two showboat part of his river theater
Mason, Ga., Feb. 25.—A remewed imbori him is that he does not days to ink in raises made with pen- which will lenvA
trains. He was not often in Paducah,
in April. The tow-.
port reached here that a passenhas been reported. Owing to a miscil, and It is probable that not ear- boat was
but while here be roomed with his
allow her to become stranded.
built.
last
ger train, on the Georgia Cenyear. It will he
apprehen
sion as to orders. It was beThe Wasp is being sent tip the lier than Saturday will anything like the first showboa
'brother, Mx. N. M. Morris, 1007
t ever built and
feel railroad we. wrecked at Unlieved that the Wasp had entered the river on a special recruiting trip for deftnite figures be secured.
started out of Paducah.
addle. The train is said to be in
mouth of the Mississippi river. In- the purpose of Impressing would-be
dames, No statement was given
formation from the nave..
'idepartment seamen with an actual glimpse of a
M. 0. for Chicago.
of the kw' of are.
London, Feb. 25.—Two hundred
*aye
sai
did
Wasp
reach ,Key warship and the duties upon it. Chief
that
the
There Is only one kind of a
Chicago, Feb, 24.—Edward
F.
people were killed and a thefusand
West dntil Friday. She will
Boatewain Cropthen, who will be 'in Dunne, apostle of municipal ownernewspaper etrewlation statement rendered homeless
In a cyclone,
1teome Are Dry.
there several days to-take on coal sad command, has been euereeehti trpea Milli), was unanimously.
that Is worth any roneideratioe
nominated DI
which struck the sonteern points of
WF:aTTIFT1—Partly cloudy toThis morning the rooms of Mtn be- painted, and will not
meter the previeua tripe and for that reason has a Democratic city convention for
and Butt is the daily detailed
the Philippine islands, according to Murray and Miss Wright at
night and Tneaday. Higheet tem.
the river until aleont March 1. She will beep assigned to the present voyage. e'ection as mayor
statement. The Sun is the only
of Chicago. II. carspecial telegrams received here to- Washington school which were
perature reached yesterday, 40;
flood- reach Paducah on her way up about
Recruits will he taken on at all ried with him a platform unalterab
Paducah paper printing ouch' a day. No de-thils
ly
losseo fielay, 29.
of the disaster are ed Thursday morning by an open Mars tv la, although It may develop
slope, but will be accredited to 011Pt. committing the Democratic party so
statenient.
given, owing to the fact that 1101alinte,Tattoot to tato labOratory,
were' *KS that elm can make better time than •MoGrann, who Is the chief recruiting tar as Chicago is concerned,
to the
Ideation with the •fllicted
jl is out sitiiecttly for use, sad the e1*. that.
°Ricer of the navy for the **Mot% prinriple of mun4cips3 ownership of
seriously interrupted.
es met today.
Capt, lfcGratin' has kV! MI'
teL
public utilities,

sessors

ASSAILANT MAKES ESCAPE

Witnesses Before

Coroner

State that Ferguson Was

Intoxicated When Trouble
Occurred

VERDICT RETURNED TODAY
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RURAL CARRIERS
ARE ORGANIZED

JEROME RESUMES
WITH MRS. THAW

THREE IN RACE
FOR NOMINATION

The Wasp Will be Delayed
in Entering the Mississippi

TERRIBLE STORM
IN PHILIPPINES

COMMERCIAL CLUB
PUBLIC SESSION

PAGE TV/Gs
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PADCCATT EVENENO Writ

ressailimmara

TUESDAY

NjGilt.

FEB. 26

Jos. M. Gaitee Presents Sydney Hogenfehls Big
Sensational Ste'.
teas

"THE VANDERBILT CUP"
The Two Mile a Minute Automobile Musical Comedy.
Lyrics By Raymond-Reek. Maude By Robert Hood Bowers.

Cast of
Sixty and

THEATRICAL NOTES
.••

ago

siviesirs

AT THE KENTUCKY.
Iuesday
Ight—"The
Vanderbilt
('up."
Wednesday Night—"Blue Beard."
Saturday Matinee and Night—nJantes
Boys In NI
rt"

Tho Song Hits Have Won Instant
Favor and You'll Soon Be Whistling
" The Little Chaffeur", "Somewhere
et the World", "My House Boat
Beau", "The bight That Lies In
Girlish Eyesi.ir--and twenty others.

PitOOPOPME
IS/TS UGH-MSS
This essential feature
nen be had only from a
-baking powder of high

leavening quality and
perfect purity.
HI-LO answers every
requirement, and sells at
an honest price—a dime a
* pound. Conforms with

MitaItAV, FERRI Alta

with the declaration that he would
remote "Brewstei's Millions" Incas'
the New Amsterdam theater to tbe
Hudson theater next aloaduy, and
that the piece eine& otseupy the
stage of the last-named ana)house
for a solid year at least. This struck
a good many observers as -being a
rather optimistic declaration of intentions, but to those familiar with
the large earnings of Mr. Thorupson's
comedy drama durinn its stay In
Klaw & Erlanger's unusually large
theater the proposition seemed .entirely Justified.

4
14.11.114"4441114111111.4see'llerrliti

Announcement...
ANAGER 1101:411ITS, With Mitch pleasure, announces that•Mr. ffetbert L.
. trdllerategoa, the ybuug and brilliant
composer and publisher—who has just
recently
put before the public five new donipot
ithins—
has made eirratigibments i1tb Alana
gr
M.

Real New Tot* Cast.
At The Kentucky tonight will be
Finally, right upon the heels of
seen Klaw & Erlanger)s presentation
the developments here noted, Wilof the Sousa Opera.company, In which
all pure food laws,
Oilites, of the "Vanderbilt Cup" Compa
liam A. trady has closed arrangeJoseph ('as thorn is the stellar featny, to
ments with Frank McKee, manager
Barnes Oldfleld'a Great Automobile Racing Effect, showing two
ure in John Phiiip Sinnott and Harry
Stateand National.
have two of these latest etampositions
sung by
of
the Savoy theater, under which
monster racing care traveling at a rate of one hundred miles
B. Smith's new military comic opera
two of the principals of the above
an
Protected in moisteximpatty,
"The Man of the Hour," the politientitled "The Free Lance," which was
hour.
proof ton, linsuring
dbring the terfortititrIc0 of "The
Vander
bilt
cal
first produced last season and ran for
&erne that has acbrint Ito tithing
strength and freshCup," which will be -semi it the
Special for Eddie "Cannon" Bald, the Famous Long-Distance Deis
saes..
'Kentucky
an impression during the pleat sellable
months at the Netiv AmsteedaM theaTuesday evening, February 26.
vets and Harry Fowler, will drive- the Pope-Toledo, 110-H. P.
will continue in its present surroundter, New York, 'The cast and ensemAt all grocers,
Racing Machine brought direct from the Long Island Cup Course
ings for the whole season of 1907-S.
ble is the original one, the main facMiss entre bdrey, the chinning
soubrette,
for "The Vanderbilt ("up" race In the second act, the greatest et.
Another company will be formed to
tors being Joseph Cawthorne, Nell%
Csaseshil Wig
will sing ''31.T$TI{ ST..1:1?." and
feet ever seen On the stage, far surpassing The Famous Chariot
.11r. David
Bergen, Jeannette Lowrie, Albert
take Mr. Brady's production, so as to
Mar Ca.
.1adrada will sfrig "114/rE.17"
Race in "Ben Hut,"
remove every possible rettsOn for not
Hart, George Schiller, Stanley MurIllethrlfle, Tenn.
This will be
the first time that either of these compositions
phy, Monte Elmo, George Tallnian
taking it away 'from New York.
Prices-25;5 50, 75c, $1.00and $1.50. Seats on sale Monday
and Other singers and comedians of
have been sung in'publie.
9 a. m.
prominence: Therenis a singing choWe have other New York runs 'in
Both Mies Dovey and Air.t Andrada have
progress just now such, for instauce,
rus of seventy voices which is said
appear
ed on the stage of The Kentucky before.
as
"The Rose of the Rancho," which
to be the, best. ever heard in a Klaw
will easily fill out the season at the
Erlanger production and good
The former took the leading part in "The Land
Relate.° unlese the manager shbuld
enough for opera of any kind, "The
of Nod,"'while the Patter was one Of the princiadopt other and unforeseen
Free Lance" Is called a genuine comp:ans:
pals in "The Babes n T8yland."
"The Great Divide," which is filling
ic opera and a return to the happy
BOTH PHONB 648.
the Princess theater, with Henry Milsmelted and genuinely musical compositions of the legitimate comic
r and Margaret Anglin in the cast:,
Lettuce
"The Lion and the Mouse," which has
5c bunch. opera class, few of which have been
.4t The Kentucky Tuesday Erenin,e,
Parsnips
5c quart. heard in this country since the Gilmaintained a steady vogue at the
LyTurnips
February 26.
ceum;
1.0c gal. bert & Sullivan successes.- It is
-The Belie of Mayfair," whieb,
Sweet potatoes
will remain at panto theater until
folk bu. claimed that John Philip Soue. has ians accompanies the organization.
The Surpassing Musical Event
Irish potatoes
that temple of dramatic art changes •
75c sbu. composed a score of musical numof the Season.
Sassatras
5c bunch. bers in "The Free Lance" that for
hands; "The Red
"The Vanderbilt Cap."
Which has
Young onions
9 bunches 5c. quality would put to blush most of
That Much heralded musical com- served to astonish the management
Kin & Erlanger Present the
Greens
10e bunch. the compositions that have been edy, "The Vandetbilt Cup," comes to of the Knickerbocker theater by the
Beets
2 bunches 16c evolved from native musicians for The Kentucky on Tuesday night.
JAI
.
It quality of its unbroken prosperity, etc
Radishes
2 bunches 16c. many a day, while Harry B. Smith had a tremendous run
of eight
Alt
Celery
75c doz. has contributed a btiekly Moving in- months at the Broadway theater, New , Wank paisielosrappe
With
ars to have
Strawberries
20c box. teresting book, ful of bright lyrics York, and ran for three mouths at scored with quite uncom
mon emphaGrape fruit
3 for 26c. and funny lines. Klaw & Erlanger the Oolonial theater in Chicago. It sis at the Criterion theater
in his new
Bananas
be dos. have given "The Free Lance" one of is said to be a delightfully clever sat- musical piece called
"The.
Tattooed
Oranges
20c doz. those sumptuous productions for ire on the Smart Set and their motor Man," "which was, viewed
tor the drat
.ks Sousa & Smith's Military - Apples
Peck.
Which
-2,5c
their names are noted. The enthusiasts, and to fairly scintillate time here ou /Monday evenirig. Harry
Chickens
Comic Opera
36c to 76c. scenic embellishment is pictureque with sparkling dialogue and witty ep- B. Smith and 'ktor
Herbert were
Turkeys
10c lb. and beautiful, the costumes of regal igrams :n
automobile
language. principally concerned in making this
Rabbits
lac each. magnificence but always in good Beautiful music, uotrel dances and a material for Mr. Daniel,
' use, and
Eggs
25e doe. taste. An idea of the story of the we're of beauties in the smartest au- they certainly succeed
ed in fitting his
Butter
25c lb. opera may be gleaned from the fol- tomobile toggery, will be in evident*. capabilities with a rare
•
exactitude:
Ham
With the original Nbw York
17c lb. lowing:
Haute wiring, 'electric plants installed.
The songs which made the hits in He kept the house ill roars of slaughSausage
Vac M.
production and east intact.
he
seas
•
upon the
The treasury of the emperor of New York and Chicago "The Little ter whenever
Complete machine shop.
Lard
Ale Tb.
in the scene, and William P. Carlton, SalBraggatiocia being empty, in order to Chauffeur," "Somewhere
•••AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA
12-1
34
N.
*Plficsnioia 7157
replenish it he decided to wed his World," "The Light That Lies in lie Fisher and other members of the
Importance of Parental Harmony.
Hsruseboat large and well-organized cast carried
daughter, Princess Yolande. to Prince Girlish Eyes" and "My
CHORUS OF SIXTY
I may say that it was the absetFlorian, son of the Duke of Graftlana. Beau," will likely be whistled and off-their part of the duties) 'of the eve—PRICES
rations that I made while teaching
The latter is willing that his son sung here, as they are said to he ning most acceptably. It wouldn't be view
that, led me to pun into words the
Entire orchestra_
$1 50
Should enter upon this match for the "catchy." Of course, everybody has surprising to find Mr. Daniels and
fact that 1. like stl many of my little
First three rows of
$1.00
very sante purpose. But Princess Yo- heard of thn big sensational automo- "The Tattooed Man" at the Oriterion
W. F. Paxton,
R. Rudy,
P Puryear
Balance of balcony
bile race in the second act, in which when warm weather comes along.
75c pupils, was a child with two parents. lande has ecrupplee about finding
President.
a
Cashier.
Asetstant Cashier.
Gallery..
real cars are used.
50c For I constantly came In contact with husband iu such a cut-and
-dried manearnest mothers and fathers, who deThe theme of the Play Is the greet
Florene Ziegfeld, Jr. the husband
ner. On the eve of the duke's arrival
sired the best for their children' but,
the national and manager of Anna Held, is mak'GOOD WATCHDOG.
she disappears, and the emperor In Vanderbilt Cap race
like my own parents, differed raniorder not to disappoint the duke. in- event, which takes place each year on ing needy for a big musket summer
cally as to what that hest may be. I
Long Island for a trophy presented 'show for the Broadway
Frightened Burglar
Away From
treduces Grisekla, a goose-girl
theater. It
and
saw
my pupils molded and formed by
I
c•rporated
Home of Invalid.
sheperdess as his daughter. Prince by W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., and the has been more clearly demonstrated
the clash of these ideas just as I had
plot—f
or
-there
front
is
year
a
to
plot—c
year
that our summer
enters
Florian, for the same reason as the
;
been.
Capital
anteulation, made up largely of Visit•
$100,000
princess, also keeps aloof, so the around a clever little country girl.
A small pet dog saved the home or
Surplu
I realize that the person who sets a
s
ors from other cakes le amply
I
50,000
duke orders his soldiers to find his
Mr. Hugh Burrol, the shoemakerof
sets'se
Stockholders liability ..
problem Is expected to know the ansand willing to support light
..
100,000
son, or at least provide a substitute
1107 South Fou h str}et, from burand
wer, but this ,I shali not pretend to
frothy pieces, and it is to this elemen
whereupon they compel Siegmund
glary Saturday essential* Mrs. Burt
do.
It is a problem that every fathTotal security to depositors
that Mr. Ziegfeld will chiefly appeal.
(250,000
NEW YORK LETTER.
Lump (Joseph Cawthorne) to Imper- ci
rows le an inval:d and was in bed.
er and mother must mettle independAccounts of individuals end firm loolittited, vie
agrpreCiate
sonate
the prince. In the meantime
She heard a noise at the door and
ently. Though I am not arrogant
small as well as large depositors and accord
to "all Me same
the real prince and princess, dis- easseseesteeemesteseeeese
The big vaudeville war that has
thinking it her husband returning
courteous treatment.
enough to suggest a remedy to other
guised'
broken
as
peasant
from his work, called out his name.
s, met and promptly
out may make cornaeiibinn
New
York,
parents I will say, though very humFeb. 25.—In the matfall in love, and when Siegmund and
There was no response and she beter of long rues for theatrical attrac- pretty hot in that field, but it is sure
ly, knowing ,beforehand that I may
Griselda are introduced to one anto reselt in, greet benefits to the percame frightened. Her pet dog imInterest Paid
tions) New York is becoming quite as
fail, that I ant going to do my boss
other they find they are already man
formers. These were very general
Inediateiy attacked the door and by
ly
extraordinary a plane as London,
to keep my little .girl from feeling
and wife. When it ie discovered that
upset over the combination brough
his frantic barking frightened the int
which has for many years been celethat she is being governed by two
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO
both the emperor and the duke have
about by Messrs. Kettteeroctor8 OCLOOK.
truder away. He was seen to ieave
WIIbrated for the vitality of those of its
aeparate people, whose ideas of what
been financing their offspring for the
Hams and Hammerstein, which
the house, failing to shut the front
amusement enterprises that bane apthen
is good for her she may skilfully
purpose of replenishing the treasury
felt must ultimately result In 'the
door and was more than a medium
repealed to the public fancy -at all. In
play on one against the other.—"The
and that neither
duction of salaries. But now
size white man. Mr. Burrows was
. country has gained Englan
that
d an
Autobiograaay of a Child With Two
entertainment usually
Klaw
any advantage thereby, war is de& Erlanger have entered the
ournmoned but arrived too late to toneat) for a long time, occasio
Parents," in the January Everynally field, making
clared, GrIsenia commanding the Amtercept the burglar.
opposition a greet deal
running into years, or is cast aside
body's.
azon army of Braggadocia, while her
stronger than it ever was, the enter- this headlong national development
Steam Tooke Like Smoke.
at the very earlleet moment its place
husband. Lump, is made commandertainers foreitee largely Increased
of our*. Their 'feet. Fesi-titart
The m.leage allowance of mem- PHAN
Fife
can
reotaniffetty *No. 1 wits called to
he
filled.
In
Americ
a until recent turns
CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. in-chief of that of
for their services, and their ju- on the hdrinat sell; their been lire the Stronsen "newer
Graftina. The seasons
hers of congress came up for discus- PAZO OINTMENT Is guarant
company Oda.en
a stage performance that had
eed to story as may be !teen affords
bilation Is accordingly great
nearer the stars
plenty a continu
sion in the house and Mr. Gaines, ot cure any case of Itching, Blind,
-Broadway near Sixth street Sunday
ous run of three or four
of
scope
for
comic
Bleedin
complic
g or Protruding Piles In 6 to
ations and- months
There have hen
Tennessee, asserted
bad
that if the 14
Western Morbing shortly after 4 o'clock.
was considered
as baying
It was a flne welConle that'we
days or money refunded. 60e.
happy, humorous episides of which
amount was not limited, lie wou:d rea ex- dramas painfully bad, but even the What appeared to be smoke was pour- acquired an entirely satisfactory mactended on alonsity night to
(he excellent -comedians of the comEthel worst have In them something free Mg from an open transom. Invaitifuse to accept more than his actual
cesa. But all that is changed now.
A good-hearted man carries part or pany take Cull opportu
Barryniore when she heq.an her
nity.
An
augYear- and good. It is true that the typical **Bon showed it to be steam from at
traveling expettaes.
When David NVarfleld entered upon
It In his pocie
',tented °reheat-tit sof- trained music.
ly engagement at the Einpire
theater. stage Westerner, whom we know its bursted steam ;Ape. No damage- was.
his third year on Broadway his massHer %vehicle, "Captain Jinks,"
Was *ell as we know our pockets, whether does.
ager, Mr. Belasco, thought It would
enioyed throughout.
they be In trensers or In handbag.
be folly to keep "The•Mnsic Master
"
never existed in the flesh. But then N., C. & St. L. New City Ticket Office
going indefinitely, and so arranged
Blanche Bates, whose season In I don't believe that
480 Broadway,
through the other large cities
any one ever saw
a "The Girl
of the clelden West" is exballoelbOx that looks like an hourroute that has been marked by
the
Through tickets on sale to Nash
most amazing receipts ever drawn eeedinkly attecesettil, !chewed her kind glass cut in two, nor a working ma*
nees of heart the other day by
Chittattoos's,
Wearing a square paper cap these viii..
by any star at regular
At tante. ase
conYou a Bottle of New Liquozone, and Give it to You
prices.
The tributing
to Try. fact that Warned
fifty Obtlitre for the testi- ate mere symbols, Jest as
PctInts in the southeast; to Jackson
Is
the
Is
stage
again
playing
When you learn what Liqnozone internally. They
monial Med ht aid of Frank C.
are impossible, for
Badge Westerner, Of real thinfa that, no one Memphis and points southwest. In.
Stich conditions call for a germicide, in New York, this time at the Acadmeans to yon you will wonder how they destroy the tissues as well
the veteran Rotor. Miss Rates'
as not for common &taws. Laquezous emy of Music, with
of qeetloning. So clearly terehangeable LON-nulle tickets for
mon- dreamsu
monetary re- ey went
you avant iwithout it. Yon will regret the germs. That is why medicine does what other
for a gallery ticket for the defined are stage
means cannot accomfictions of Western $25.00. D. J. Mullaney, city Damienwhich are simply astounding,
the time lost in treating germ troubles proves so helpless in dealing with plish. And at is wrong to cling
to old
benefit performance at the Casino.
agent,
life in this country, that English
with remedies which have no effect germ diseases. Ligeozone. on the con- ways when millions of people know goes to prove beyond doubt that his
trary, acts as a remarkable tonic.
Wore
a way that is better.
who
on germs.
original engagement might Itaie
had never been outside
—Ti,..'.' la not ik real estate
Louis Mann, by the by, seem* to their native land, were able to
And it costs not a penny to know
gone on for at least another year
ad. in
We
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write.
$100
if
.000
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Bott
.
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Free
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(he
have
paper today that is not worth
in
hit
it
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It
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In
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a
successful
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seemed
Wester
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utterly
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Liquozeast
and we will buy you a bottle gladly.
Way With his new Waco, "The
thousands of tests bad been made with does please send us this coupon. We for any Riegle star to run beyond
White play.—"The Player's," in the Jean- Handing and considering—bardly OW'
the
Try It and let the product itself prove it, after its power
(MU is not worth answering and
!ten," the score of which is by Gus- !try Everybody 's
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tave Kerker, who eompoeed the
mutown.
you tell others what the reedits are. the most difficult germ diseases Con- pay the druggist ourselves; for it.
This
sic for Mann's very greatest hit
Tell those who are waiting, as you ditions which had resisted medicine is our free eft, made to convince you:
in
The woman Who looks as tbettab
New York, called "The Telephone
While bunting lest fait near
waited, and who are losing what you for years yielded at once to It, and dis- to let the product itself show you what
Carshe had a eettet 'sorrow is alway'a inFollowi
ng
closely
In
eases
the
tracks of Girl." The new piece
considered Incurable were cured it can do. In Justice to yourself. please
bondale
, Pa., John rapport snot a
have lost.
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bright and teresting till she
giThat was five years ago. Since then accept it to-day, for It places you un- the wonderfie Warfield record comes lively
tries to tell it to ne t owl,
throughout, and'Maine has nevmeasering four feet seven
you --Now York Tribune.
s of people in every part of the der no obligations viltatever.
Miss Eleanor Robson, for whose ran
What Liquozone Is. million
itches front a ip to tip,
er been funnier than in Its principal
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i GARFIELD COMES
INTO LIMELIGHT
, He May Retire With Same Effect as Hitchcock
No Canteen in seldiers' Homes in
Terms of Rill—Island In the
Pacifies

GENIMAL

GRANT

TALKS

Solomon,abe Uailor

OUT.

113 South Third Street

These ash guards help to

Washington, Feb. 25.—After eight
Announces tne arrival of his Spring Suitings and Trouser
years of arduous usefulness. Ethan
patterns. Drop in to see them and see the very attractive
Allen Hitchcock retires front the interior department on the eth of
prices and patterns we offer you.
March, tq be suceeded by James Rudolph Garfield, who is a tittle more
than half his age. 'Mr., Hitchcock
was born in '1835, Mr. Garfield in
ISG5. Mr. Hitehccck is said to be
the most unpopular man in the administration. He is hated by every
thief and land-grabber in the country,
Ashes are a necessary kitchen evil—the proper
and by every man elm is trying to
"skin" the Indians. Nat long ago a
handling of them means a...saving of much labor and
witty member of congress declared
trouble—for you.
that "there will not be a dry threat
west of the Missouri river when Hitch
w
Convenience—and the saving of work—are pri- cock retires," which is probably true;
but, within
short time, Mr.
mary considerations in the building of a Buck's stove. Garfield will a bevery
•
quite as unpopular
as Mr. Hitchcock, and, being younger, Sells Berger and George Tatman with the Sousa
The triple ash guards of a Buck's range guide the
Opera Company In
,The Free Lance," at The Kentucky Tonight.
"
ashes to where they belong—into the ash pan—not and having more physical vigor, he is
likely to make it even more unpleasinto the bottom o' the stove —or on the kitchen floor.
ant for the rascals who will fill the
saloons and barrooms with their rejoicing when Mr. 'Hitchcock goes out.
This is one of the many reasons why you should
They have been trying to drive him
own a Buck's stove. A little at a time—as your infrom the cabinet for yearr, but have
not succeeded an* have had to eatiscome will permit—will pay for it. Let us show you
fy themselves by abusing him and
the stoves and their many advantages—today.
eersuading. their repteeentatives in
congress to criticise els policy and • New York, Feb. 25.—During
the Burdett-Coutts. the Duke of Ormona
throw al; the obstacles they can in nevt year or two more than $20,000,'Bottled in bond. Oldest
Lod Clarendon and other famous
A dollar down and a dollar a week will bily one
his way. Mr. Hitchcock ought to be 000 worth of palaces
will be erected and noble English families have rebottling is eight years.
proud of his reputation, for he has on upper Fifth avenue facing
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
Central sided for two or three centuries, and
earned it In defending the interests of Park In what is no called "The
Bil- I doubt if the architeeture will be as
mss'this chance Take advantage of it today.
the government and proteceng the dionaire Row." Henry
C. Frick, who noble and impressive, but some day,
rights of the Ihdians.
now lives in the former residence or perhaps in the course of events,
the, late William -H. Vanderbilt, has Fifth avenue w111 be as celebrated as
No Canteen.
purchased the old Lennox library, Piccadilly. and, maybe, when one or
aviary
The house Saturday night amend- which
is one of the landmarks of two generations of our plutocratic
ed the sundry civil bill. providiag that New York.
and is haying plans made fauilles squander their money and
no bar or canteen shall be maintained for a $5,000,000 mansion
to be built die out, their homes may be turned
in the National Soldiers' homes.
Deacon—"By the way, that man the forerunner of the modern autoupon the site that will compare withinto clubs, like those along that anthose of Andrew Carnegie, Henry dentLondon -promenade. Even now Drown eou married a year ago, has mobile?
Purchasing Pacific Island.
Shagge-Haired Pupil — Anybody
Phipps and Senator Clark, which are Fifth avenue is quite as fine as Park he paid you your fee yet?- ClergyWashington, Feb. N.—Negotia- in the
same neighborhood and cost Lane where the nouveauxe riche or nian—"No; the last time I remindeas that giti in its way.—Chicago Tritions are under way between the grivvery nearly that sum of money. Sen- London have built slintlar mansions, him of it he said I'd be fortunate if bune.
ernment and the Pacific Mail Steamator Clark's pretentious palace cost facing Hyde Park, and is quite as he didn't sue me for damages. hip company whereby the United
$7.6
.00,000
".
pretentious and much more attrac- Boston Transcript,
It is mighty hard for the average
States will acquire ownership of
tive. There are one or two houses on
father and mother to, determine the
Williaat
Corey.
another
E.
of
the
three small islands lying off the westtrainingioiurre of their cbildren's iriberited
manual
Carnegie partners, who is now presi_ Park Lane that surpass those on FitTeach* (in
ern coast of Panama, near the Paschool)—What may oe regarded as, tendency to evil
th avenue.
dent
of
the
steel
trust,
recently
paid
finder a rule reported by Mr. Dal- resolutions regarding the death of cific end of the Panama canal.
$500,000 ter a lot opposite Mr. CarDown town tile architects, forgeteel, of Pennsylvania, the, house , the late Senator Alger, of Michigan,
R. P. Schwerin, vice president of
amended its. substitute for the Ls / and each of the speakers took occa- the steamship company, is in Wash- negie's and wilt build there a $2,500,- i ful of the fate of those who tried to
Follette alitie
.
ett-heur railroad em- sion to refer in terms of justification ington conferring with the state de- 000 home for his future bride. Miss build the Tower of Babel. are raising
Mabelie Gilman, the variety actress, their roofs to a:most incredible
ployes' titirp"...!•everal important par- to Mr. Alger's record In the admin- partment, and it Is expected
that
ticulers, aln M opinion was freely istration of the war department dur- within a few days the deal will have You will remember that Mrs. Corey heights, and before another year
recently obtained a divorce in Neva- there will be at least two structures
expressee tilarThe measure is now ing the conflict with Spain.
been put through.
da and got $1,000,000 alimony.
In New York taller than the WashAccording
considerably etrengthened -end will
to
Mr.
Schwerin,
gov
the
A storm of oratory broke loose in
ingtort monument, which is 555 feet
William
he satisfactory to the president.
11.
Leeds,
formerly
of
ernment
intends to establish quaranthe house during the consideration
high. it is a curious coincidence
The senate leaders are teerg of of the sundry civil bill, over the last tine and naval stations on the Is- Chicago and the Rork Island Railway
that the Soldiers' Home Park at
the 8eeming'y endiees flow of talk resting place of Andrew Johnson,atel lands, which, it is hinted, will be syndic-ate, has plans for a $2,00.0,000
palace at the corner of Eighty-ninth Washington has 555 acres.
over he agrieultural appropriation Mr. Brownlow of Tennessee, express-'strongly fortified.
street, two hocke from Mr.Carnegle.
The tallest buildings In New York
Grant Startles Department.
bill, and Senator Hale deelared that ed his opinion that Johnson was the
Starr Miller has. plans for a now, the American Surety Company's
Washington, D. C., Feb. 25.—
If it continued he would let the WS- greatest patriot of the Civil war.
$1.000,000 house at Eighty-sixth and the St. Paul buildings, are 3oG
amii3111•111111•1111e
tire-fail, and provide for the support
Seven passengers were seriously Great interest is shown at the vier
Bryce, who feet high. The new Railroad :Inn
department in the remarks made by street.; General Lloyd
of the department by a resolutiob injured .in
the Conernauga river
continuing the appropriations of last wreck on the Pennsy:vanta railroao Maj. Gen. Frederick Dent Grant at married a grand-daaghter of Peter Iron Exchange building will reach an
Philadelphia last night, when be re- Cooper, wile build .at Eighty-third altitude of 404 feet: the addition to.
session.
near Johnstown. Pa.
Postmaster
gretted that President Roosevelt bad street; Benjamin Guggenheineof the the vast marble pile of the MetropoliMrs. Lee Stribling was fatally Busse, of Chicago, and Postmaster
talked and argued with "an indicted remarkable smelter family, one of tan Life Insurance Company now beKline,
of Joliet, UI., are among the
wounded with a shotgun at Shannon,
mayor," meaning Mayor Schmitz, of the seven mil:ionaire brothers of that ing erected on the side of Dr. Park12 miles south of Maysviile. The Injured.
San Francisco, on whether or not the name, wilt build a $2,000,000 house huest's church, on Madison Square,/
A
new
high license bill was introweapon was in the hands of Bud
United States would carry- out the at Seventy-sixth
streets Edwaro opposite the Fifth
Avenue Hotel, Morgan, wno was trying to shoor duced in the Indiana house. It conprovisions of a treaty with another Harkness of the Standard Oil Com- will tower 600 feet from the curie
tains
provision
a
aimed at roadMrs. Stribling's husband, who was
country. If Gen. Grant made the re- pany will occupy' one corner of Sev- slehile the new Singer Building at the
with her. Stribling had previously houses, which was a feature of a
marks he is open to censure from the enty-fifth street, ''and Miss Grace corner of Broadway and
Libert,
measure
already
defeated
shot at Morgan, It Is stated.I
at the department.
Rainey, daughter of the late W. G. street will have forty-one stories and
Ths seoste was aiddrer
‘ed on the present session of the legislature.
Rainey of Cleveland, sometimes called a tower 625 feet high and 65 feet
The house committee in the Bai"the Poke king," will or:occupy the settare, seventy feet higher than this.
ley Investigation at Anstln, Tex., has
other corner. Both of these charm- Washington monument. Each store!
decided not to hear any more testi
ing people paid in the neighborhooct In this tower will be fitted up for'
niony. A subcommittee has been apof $400,000 for their lots. Howard offices, and those who lease them wilts
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Purity is in the air
up our way---nothing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.

Early Times
Jack Beam

i

You Want to Sell Your

REAL ESTATE?
The best way, the quickest, the
most satisfactory way is to see
Hollins.

•
•

Kargon
And

Virgin Oil
of Pine
wuro

•0

Gilbert's Drug
Store

., '4

These prescriptions,
as well as all others,
carefully compounded by registered
druggists.

If there's any one in McCracken
county who would be interested in
your property we will find him.
We don't wait for him to find us.
As soon as we list your holdings
we begin a search for a buyer. We
advertise, wheiiwe can do so consistently; communicate with those
on our prospect list and call in person on all whom we know to be
interested in investments. This
produces the results you seek---it
gets the buyer. We effect the
sale.

Call on Hollins, Trueheart building, second floor. Telephone 127.

H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate...Rentals

races romii.
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them
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to .get Into
generally known in Paducah, as It
bore eorruption and dislikes IneM- fighting
1 ful patterns. See the display
See our Broadway
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should be
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near to the
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any
time
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parexu
your
lar case
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our Democratic friends
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gle with their fellows and for Wend- C11911(94 to NIA
fi vour frlends who will attest to what
pee doe. 5114.
the fight next fall.
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sitle nomination will be
cigaret
It'
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similar diseases. Come to my oMre
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bloom.
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the average
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816 Broadway, or phone 1407 any,
Free 4-silvery to any
tent spire of fancied
suportorlty." paign. The Republicans wel
part of the
boy WOuid soon quit It.
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time
Establi
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ROHNIALee BROSs,
Einleseritte for The Sun.
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Both phones 112.

CALL EXTENDED
TO REV. G. D. HAMM

BY THE SUN PUBLISNINUCO.

German Lutheran
Wants Him

4
")

MANHATTAN DAY

neet

Thursday, February 28

ing of the beautioURfulfirstsprishow
ng novelties in Man-

hattan Shirts will be made Thursday,
February 28—M A N II All A N DAY"-and
your presence is most earnestly desired.
The new Helios, Grays, Greens
and Oxford Plaids in Linen 'Homespun, Silk Mesh and the other conventional materials are exceedingly
swell; you'll like them.

$1.50 to $5.00

The spring lines of E. & W. and
Emery Shirts have also arrived.

•
' 0 ,, ••.k4,

DEATHS OF A DAY

C.

Heliotropes and Grays
Are The
Popular
Shirts
At The New Store

r

The most complite. assortment of
E. &W.
Spring Shirts
ihown in Paducah.

Hats
that area credit to the
designers' art.

i

,

Spring Suits
Just a few very sive
styles in early exclu
arrivals,

I

i

•

MY.
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Thursday, February 28. Mrs. WilBenison was Miss Merle Washington
Powell, Of Louisville, a daughter of
one of Louisville's leading physicians,
the late Dr. Llewellyn Powell, and
has many relatives in Louisville and
Program for Matinee Musical Club. throughout Kentucky. She is a sitDeeds Filed,
The Matinee Musical club meeting ter of Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, of PaJake Biederman to G. W. Grubbs.
for Wednesday afternoon promises to ducah, the present vice state regent,
property on Eighth str t, between
be an especially attractive one. It D. A. R., of Kentucky, an aunt of
Boyd and Harris street
1 and othwill be a Chaminade and Masseuet Mrs. John J. Saunders and Mr.
er considerations.
Maurice
Nash, of his city, and
afternoon. Mrs. Victor Voris Is the
of
Taylor & Mocquot
h SuthMrs. Thomas Caruthers, an officer of
leader and the program is:
erland, property on Harahan boulethe
Newport
'
Chapter.
Current Events.
The Powell
vard, $250.
1. Biographical Sketches-Mrs. Ed- home was on Fourth avenue,between
J. E. Holt to W. H. Elliott, propChestnut
and
Broadway, and was the
win Rivers.
erty on Elmwood avenue, $400.
2. Vocal solo (Selected)-MreJames scene of many brilliant entertainR. F. Graham to Lee
Bearden,
ments. Mrs. Williamson is a descendWeille.
property In the county, $450.
3. Violin solo (Masseuet)-MeSkel- ant of a sister of George Washington,
Louella Mattison to G. D. Murphy,
and numerous and valuable Washton.
property at Sixth
and
Husbands
4. Vocal solo, "Madrigal" (Chemin- ington heirlooms are owned by her streets,
61,050.
and her family. The St. Louis Chapade)-Miss Scott.
5. Writ: duet, "Barcarolle" (Chemin- ter is one of the largest i the orMarriage Licenses.
ade)-Miss Bradehaw and Mr. ganization, having a rnemb rship of
465. The John Marshall'chapter, 'Edward Slyer. to Bethel Thewatt.
Scott.
J. S. Freeman -to Lizzie Kincate
6. Paper, "The Wandering Musicians Louisville, voted' unanimous,
to
of Nations."-Mrs. Hubbard Wells. send Mrs. Williamson a let
con- non.
7. Vocal solo,--Arla from Herodiade" gratueation and flow
on the day
church will meet Wednesday aftershe assumes her office."
(Masseuet)-Mrs. Lewis.
In Bankruptcy.
noon at 3 o'cflock at the church.
Mrs. Williamson has often visited
8. Piano duet "Le Cid (Massenet)
The first meeting of the creelitors
-You know your calling cards
her sister, Mrs. Nash, in Paducah, in the
-Mrs. Hart and Miss Brazelton.
bankrupt case of W. D. Melare correct when they come from The 9. Vocal selection
end
is a cultured, gracious, woman, ton of Bandana
s (i) "L'Amourr
, will be held at BanSun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
(Charninade)-(la)"Elegie" (Mas- well fitted Ifor the post of honor to dana March 6.
hundreds the Old Eng%sh $3.
which she has been chosen.
seuet.)-Mrs. David Florunoy.
-Sunday at noon Patrolmen Wm. 10. Quartette, "Prayer of
-For Di. Pendley ring 416.
St. BerPolite Court.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
Luther League Social Meetings.
nard Masseuetl-Mesdames Lew4001
/
2 Johnson and Lige Cross, of the
Police court was a routine this
Broadway heat, took a yellow spotted
The
Broadway, Phone 196.
Luther
Social league of the morning
is and Weille; Misses Dreyfuss and
with a large docket and
-The. Country club Saturday re- bird dog back of the, No. 1, tire staGerman Lutheran church will meet
Scott.
cases of minor Importance. Judge
on Thursday evening with Mrs. kaceived 43 first consignment pt live tion and killed it. The dog was actCross rushed through with. It by 10
stock f m Lexington. In tie lot ing queerly, appearing to be suffertie
Steinhauer, of South
Fifth o'clock:
Will Give Ilytteee in Louisville After
ing
from
poison
rabies;
were two stallions and tinit
or
street.
: lafiodd
Paducah.
Rodney Perkins, Ed Brown, Dora
-The Union Sunday School Teachmares.
Prof. S. H. Clark of the UniversiBerry, Beulah Caldwell and HerTo Deliver Series of Sermons in
-Drink Belvedere the master ers' Training class will meet tonight
ty of Chicago, who will glee his remann Lander, colored
for robbing
at 7:30 o'clock at the parish house of
brew.
Louisville This Week,
cital of Stephen Phillips' "Mynas"
Bud
McKnight, continued: Joe CritThe Rev. David Cady Wright left
-Uprigh pianos from $150 to Grace Episcopal church. The Rev. here
on March 20, under the auspices
singer, $5 and costs and Frank Lee
last night for Louisville where he
IMO, to .reduce OK stock of slightly W. E. Bourquin will conduct the class of
the Woman's club, will go from
$10 and costs for fighting: Gene OlivellS deliver a series of noonday Lenused pianos we make these offers. W. in the absence of the Rev. D. C. here to Louisvill
e, where he will give
ver, breach of peace, 825 and costs;
Wright.
ten
talks to men this week.. Mr.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
"Ulysees" on March tl,for the Adath
Amanda McGee and Lida Greer,
-Marshal Young Eaker,of Fulton,
Wright will. also, preach the sermon
-Manager Grillo, of the Toledo
Israel Sisterhood. Trot Clark Is a
colored, lighting, 50 dtife In Jail;
arrived
today
to
take
back
Ed
on
Cox,
American association baseball team,
Friday afternoon at the Union
great favorite In Louisville. He has
Lucinda Greer, colored, Malicious
services of all the Protesant Episcohas written Manager John S. ,Bleeck- a prisoner in the McCracken county
appeared there in a 6-days' lecturecutting. dismissed; Charles SlaughJail
charged
with
bootlegg
ing.
Cox
pal
ars of the Paducah Traction company,
churches of Louisville at the Carecital for the Woman's club of that
ter, setting up a game, continued;
positively declining to come here for was not out on bond, anal the case at
thedral.
city.
Walter Taylor, malicious mischief,
Fulton, in which he is wanted as a
the spring work out.
continued;
FOIR SALE-Excellent warehouse
Gus
Nolen, colored,
-WeddIng invitations, announce- witness, will have to be continued.
Delphic Club Program.
breach of peace $5 and costs: RJOS4
property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
"Alice Blue" a Dead lame.
The Delphic club will meet tomorments anti. every character of enfronting 104) feet on street, Including
Hall, colored, breach of peace, 85
Daisy Fitzhugh Ayres In her Sun- row morning promptly at
graved work is given careful, per- SPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER.
114. o'clock
11 room house with outbuildings and
and costs; John Hines, Houston Wilday Washington letter says:
at the club room In the Carnegie lisonal attention at The Surone frame business house, $2,650. H.
kerson and James Dunn, drunken"The
wife
PelmetAt
Congres
of
House
sman Long- brary. The roll call will be dis-Sexton, the sign
writer, all
ness, 81 nd costs, each; Tom TrimC. Hoblins, Real Estate and Rentals.
Front 12 to 3 p. tn., Tuesday,
worth paid her reepects to the wife pensed with, as the program
kinds of sign and advertising wrising,
for the
Telephone 12'7.
ble,
colored,
EAT
Whitehea
at
failure
restaura
d's
to
nt.
support
of
Februar
her
husband'
26th.
a
y
colleagn
s
Ohio
e,Mrs. morning will be a double one and will
fine painting of every character, inchild, continued; William Albritton,
&etch. Mutton Broth, Consomme
FOR SALE-Fountain avenue fiveCharles Grosvenor' at her tea, in a Include:
FOR Heating and litovewood ring
side work and carriage painting and
colored,
Malicious elating, continued. 437 P. Levin.
room residence, frame, cabinet manRenaissa
chic
nce.
little
costume
of brown velvet,
I. The Expulsion of the Moriscoes
repairing. Phone 401
-Mrs, John W. Burton, of 20e Fillet of Lake Trout, Sauce Flgara. with an outfit of sable. There was a -Mrs. W. W. Powell.
CLO1HEB cleaned and repaired. tels, large rooms with closets, _large
No
Circuit
Court.
attic, out houses, well, fine shade
Pomnaes
Parisaie
suggesti
ne.
of
on
pink
in
the
brown
2 Don Juan of Australia-Mrs.
Kentucky avenue went to lay her
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
There was no circuit court today.
trees. Lot 50%1,60 to alley, $3,000.
Prime Ribs of Beef, an jus
feathers
that
Frank
decked
the
small
toque.
Scott.
L.
11-year-old daughter on
the
bed
WANTED-A ffrst-class house girl,
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. TeleOr
Alice does all
3. Aranjuez-Mrs George C. Wal- due to the fact that Judge Reed has at 306 N. 7th.
her congressional
early Saturday evening and accidentbut
a
few
matters
of
phone 127.
minor
Chicken
Croquett
importes, all petit pole. chores like a Lamb, never balking at lace.
ally dislocated its right shoulder, Dr,
ance to act on before finally adjournFOR SALE-Single comb brown
or
any official duty, conforming to the
FOR SAiLtF,-Magnificent
1. Cordova--Miss Whitefield.
J. D. 'Robertson attended.
home
ipg.
He practically finished Satur- leghorn hens. 01d phone 2673.
Lamb
Stew
with
vegetable
sessile laws that control the spouses
s.
close to business section, 13-inch
5 The Mosque of Cordova-Mrs.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
day,
Mashed Potatoes,
OVERSTREET, the painter. New brick walls to ceiling, large rooms
Fried Parsnips of other 385 plain congressman. Mrs. D. A. Yelser.
&t Bruasons, 529 Broadway.
'y
SIAW:''0/
bang w erth- bas entirely abandoned .6 Reacting4, Aorn 74*-•,OPaatoil
phone 1025, old phone 975.
consisting of double parlors, kitchen,
e'
-Globe Wernicee fi1ng oaees and
utortomoble for BMW.
Baked Apple Dumplings.
in her costumes the shade of blue for GYP/W. II
FOR RENT-Furnished or unfur- dining room and five bed rooms; two
all supplies for them, also the best
We have a 10-horse power Ford auLobster Salad, Mayonnaise,
which she was formerly celebrated.
washstands.
nished rooms. Apply The Inn, 317 large halls, stationary
line of carbons. A fuli line of blank
tomobile that is complete in every reCamembert Cheese,
handsome cabinet mantles, porcelain
"Alice blue" is a dead and buried is- Organ Recital Vesterday Afternoo
7th.
books and all kinds of office supplies.
N.
n. spect, with absolute
ly no repairs necCoffee.
bath, hot and cold water, gas and
sue. She has been running to browns
Mr. Owen Tub-icy, the organist of
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
RENT-Nicely furnished
FOR
esisaty that is a bargain for someone
electric light. Cistern and all outall winter in her out-of-door cos- Grace Esescopal church held an
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
front room, all conveniences, 837
organ for Ve0.0 cash. Call or telephon
e in
buildings. H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
tumes, until, latterly, for the sake of recital yesterday afternoon from
'Notice.
J. A. Carnagey, oe Noblesille.
Jefferson.
3:34) for 'particulars.
Foreman
, Bros.,
The Ingleside Rebecca Lodge No a bit of variety, a chic green walking to 4:341 o'clock at
Bldg. Telephone 127.
Ind., has returned lingie after a parthe church. The North Fourth
SEND your clothes to the Faultstreet.
sonal visit here ia the interest of 17, I. 0. 0. F., will meet Wednesday suit has been receiving patronage. A program
was a weiletelected ono
less Pressing club, 3021
/
2 Broadway.
Coroner Busy.
his candidacy for city aite.hool superin- evening, February 27, at the K. of broad band of black fur runs around and attracted an appreciative audiHigh & Browder, proprietors. Botts
Two Acres $1,000,
P.
hall.
All
members
the
are
requeste
bottom
of
the skirt. A Persian ence. Miss Faith Langetaff and Mese
d
Coroner
Frank
tendent. Prof. Mitchell, of Bardwell,
Eaker was kept
On Clinton road between 21st and phones 1507.
to be present as business of import- iamb muff is an assessors- to the tout Ethel Cakasi
busy this morning and a portion of
were the soloists. These flnd streets.
is another candidate who made a
Btg
bargain.
Half
FOR BAJJE-,Faxon addition, iota the afternoo
ance will he transacted.
ensemble. Mrs. lista Williams. the Sunday afternoon recitals are
n, answering the followpersonal visit last week.
very cash.
from 61150 to $225.04. 5,6x193. H. ing summon
TERIESA DAVIS, N. G.
British authority, says Alice knew, popular in Louisville and other cities.
s;
-We desire to announce to the
Whittemore Real Estate Agency, C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals.
LAURA DAVIS, Secy.
how to dress. During me early years Mr. Tulley has inaugurated
W. E. Augustus, Tyler, death of
public that the temporary abandonthem Fraternity Building. Both phones
835. Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
of Miss Roosevelt's popular incum- here, and may have a series.
his Infant of hives yesterday, no docment, by the Traction company, of
concert for Friday Evening.
FOR 041E-Business property in tor being in attendance.
bency opinion ran to the contrary.
their owl car service will not effect
Madison Street Lots.
ueart of city at interesting pricks. H.
The concert under the auspices of Mrs. liongworth seldom wears a veil
Bruce Logan, colored, 2e years old,
Mrs. Hugh Thomas Brown of Coour prices to and from depot. We
Between 13th and 14th streets,
the Church Furnishing Society of the of any sort,'
C. Hollins, Real, Estate and Rentals, iii Tyler, died of pneumonia yesterday
lumbia, Tenn., is in the city spend- North Side.
will continue to serve all who may
Shade
trees; $400 each; Trueheart Bldg. Telepcone
127.
without a physician's attention.
ing a few weeks with her, husband, /50 cash.
favor us with their patronage, at the First Christian church, which was
postponed from February 15, will be Kentucky Woman Honored In St. Mr. H. T. Brown,
Catherine Randolph, colored, 68,
FOR
RESTT-Two
brick store
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
of the Padtica.h
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
given on Friday evening at 8 o'clock
houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one died of lung trouble, on the Pool road
Louie.
Power and
Light company. Mrs. Fraternity Building. Both
Co.
phDnes 8315. two-stor
y
Sunday's Courier-Journal says:
brick
business
house. yesterday without the attention of a
Brown has been in Columbia for the
-L. W. Freezer, formerly a teach- In the lecture room of the church.
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew- physician.
"Mrs. James W. Williameon has past year on account of the health of
er in the county, this mornieg asDr. E. R. Earle will lecture on ing
Mrs. G. C. Crumbaugh is sick front been elected regent of the St. Louis her children. company
sumed the ditties of assistant princi"Rickets" at the meeting of the Mcgrip
her
at
home
on
North
Seventh Chapter D. A. R., of St. Louis, and
Miss Mosey Sneed is visiting Mimi
pal at the High school, succeeding
WANTE
D--A collector. Must be FAT MAN TIES UP RAILROAD
Cracken County Medical society in
street.
wLl preside for the first time on Clara Konkle. in the St. Johns secProf. George F. 'Miller, resigned.
Or, B. B. Griffith's office Tuesday well recommended and have - a goon
tion.
-Belvedere neer is a home proteam and buggy: Position will pay Gets Stuck in a Trestle and Blocks
evening at 8 o'clock.
.Mr. W. A. Biehop will leave tomorduct. Remember that.
one hundred dollars a month
Trains for an Hour.
and
row for Hot Spring's, Ark., for his
Drs. II M Childress and H. G.
-From inquries among the dele- expenses. Address T. D. C:aughtch,
health. Mrs. Bishop will leave WedReynolds lets yesterday for Lendsgates, it is improbable that McCrack- Paducah, Ky.
Belleville, Ill., Feb. 25.- Valennesday for Nashville to visit during
villa to attend the, annual convention
en county will be represented official- - FOR SALE--Small truck farm of tine ftodemeyer, height five feet and •
Mr. ,Bishop's absence
of the southern section of the Amerily at the State Farmers' Institute be- about two acres. Fair improvements. some inches, girth about
the same,
es.
Mrs. Bert Gilbert and family recan
OctlogIcal-Rhinological-LarynoFour miles from
ginning tamorrOw at Shelbyville.
Brookport, Ill. and weight 303 pounds, tied up the
turned
from
Louisvill
e
yesterda
y
aflogical association. They will return
Good location for a doctor. Address Illinois Central
railroad about an
ternoon.
Tuesday.
Judge Thomas P. Cook, of Murray, Box 104, R. F. D. No. 1, Metropolts, hour today by getting
stuck between
Mrs.
W.
E
MeGars:
returned
from
-Get your meats at Whitehead's
spent yesterday in the city on his way
the ties of the trestle over Richland
'Hopkins
vile
last evening,
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
to Ropkinsville to hold court.
NV-ANTED-- wo young
men to Creek. John Macklin heard Rodemey,f•ft. alike Griffin, the tobacco man,
days. Nice, polite service guanantravel and represent a well estab- er's cries, and flagged a freight train
returned
to
Murra.s this morning.
teed.
lished Chicago
house. Experience just in time to save his life. The
Mr. William Bade", the rote oper-Work on No. 2 main sewer out
not necessary. Must COMP well rec- train crew joined in the effort to pull
ator,
went
to
Hillside
the
mines this
Kentucky avenue is being delayed by
ommended. Address .1. E. Morgan, the man out, but It was not until *
morning on business.
a bog in the Illinois Central railroad
second train arrived and the
Paducalk, Ky., Gee. Del.
crew
Ciretsit
Clerk
Joe
Miller
returned
shop yards. The bog has been in exJoined
In the work that he was exWANIIII
D-House
cteanin
this morning from Woodville, where
g Jobs. I
istence for Nears and the groutid is
am ready- to take any sort of a job. tricated.
he tittended the funeral of Dr. C. A.
soaked to'a great depth.
big or tittle.
Have had experience
Elliott.
-City subscribers to the Daily
and will handle all work with the
Berree
Dawes
has
returned
from
Sun who wish the delivery of-their
highest possible Kneed consistent with
Paducah and resumed his duties as
TO THE PATRONS OF THE
papers stopped must notify our colthorough methods. Address or call
new,
agent
at
the
liallidaY
.
He
hat
lectors or make their requests diKENTUCKY THEATER:
Edw. Gidley. phone 1073.
recovered entirely from the effects
rect to Tns Sun office. No attention
FOR
of
his
SALE-F
'recent
sever.
fareha
n
Illness
from
will be pail to such orders when
We can assure you, our pat.
Vacant lot 6,6x16i5, corner Sixteenth
pneumonia.--Calro Bulletin.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
row', that the production of Souand Madison, vilely drained,
Born, to the wife of Mr. Eddie Bra$1.1'00.
-'Drink Belvedere the
sa's opera "The Free Lance" toPaducah
Terms satisfactory to purchaser. Tel.
ille, of South (Ninth *met, a daughbeer.
night is ... of the heat staged,
ephone 1/7, H. C. Hollins, Trueheart
ter.
-The United States civil service
and contain'. ..osne of the hit.st
Bldg.
Dr. Robert Sory, formerly of Pacommission announces the following
music, the brightest sit of any
ducah, but now traveling out of Si.
FOR SALE-North Side, hiith
examinations for this dietricti Votermusical comedy we have had
fs In the city today on bustclass residence property, lot 771173,
inarlan,.Philippine service, `March
this season. The rompany is the
And it's pun' lookout to
noes
clomp to buyiness section, $3,000. H.
and scientific assistant in veterinary
same one In the essential perte
give
them
proper Care.
Mr and Mts. Palmer Martin, of
C. Hollins, 'Real Estate tied Rentals.
zoology (male), department of agrithat pie•duced the opera nt thr
Oklahoma, are the guests of Mrs. S
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone V2d. •
culture, March 2e, It.
New .1mixterdam theater In New
A. Richey, of 531 Jefferson street.
FOR
-Place your orders for wedding
City, when. It ....ma a
York
SA1.10Clark
street
near
My Optical System was deBorn, to the wife of Mr. George.
Eleventh, four liOUPett renting for $27
Invitations at home. The Sun Shows
great
While the sale of
vised
to
help
yop
get
the
Augustus, 1011 South Third street,
per Month. 62,000. Terms arranged.
as great an ansortment as You find
seats has been large, Ise have a
'proper care.
a
son,
this morning.
His Job this young ,,•n sought to keep.
H. C. Hollins, Triteheart Bldg. Tel,great nioniher s.f Itenirmlote nest).
anywhere at .prlees much lower than
But found he wasn't wanted that-lb.
Sheriff Jelln Ogilvie and DePutY
you pay elsewhere.
obese
Yet. You know wh•••4 Sousa'.
EYES
EXAMI
NED
Hi did not sit him down •nd weep,
Hume Ogilvie left at noon for Frankmusic is, and tbe Artist Jc, (law.
Fresh Flower Seed and vegetaAnd rend his hair.
FOR SAILS. North mail: two-room
fort to settle with the auditor for
He put a WANT AD. In the paper
ble seed that will give fine results at
thorns- is, which, Amide from Mit
',rouse on 4,
0 foot lot, boxed and weathAnd filled a long felt WANT thereby.
1906 tax collections.
wasuran rill. bellpealc. a good
Brui.son's. 519 Broadway.
erbeerded, nice:). papered. All cut•
Now that was quite the proper taper:
Mire. Patrick ,Mcilarrigal. of 623
'how. Very truly,
---The Women's Foreign hitneion Optiscl Illadqoarfors of Paducah. ,
houses
H. C. Hollins. Real rotate
Wit/ don't YOU try?
South Tenth street, Is Ili and In g we.
and 'Rentals, Trusheari Bldg. TPIP.
cry society of the Broadway
E
$05 IIROADWAY
T. w. ft4)11144TR, Manager.
rictus condition.
*064) II?.
-- A .1•
a

yirst Jhowing of

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

A PILE OF SILVER

'few 6kirts for Jpring
Als Week
.51aelcs or yancies $10 to $20

4U

Forks that were $2.50

gudq, 9hiIIip t `do.

Now $1

!fadies' geakto-Wear Separtment
Jvcond yloor

Table Spoons\ $2 to $3

Now $1

Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2

Now 75c

Knives $2.00 to $3.00

Now $1

U Must B Quick

0E0.0. HART & SONS CO

•

•
'4,,a4'

•
•et

Filling a Long Felt Want

After All, They're
Your Eyeo..Not Mine!
BUT-

rpti(c

STEINFELO OPTICAL CO,

I

eseere
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AVERTS PANIC

Women Avoid
Operations
When a woman suffering from
female trouble is told that an operation is necessary, it, of course,
frightens het.
The very thought of the hospital,
the.operating table and the knife
strikes terror to her heart.
It is quite true that these tronbs may reach a stage where an opeLion is the only resource, but a
great many women have been cured
toy Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound after an operation has
been decided upon as the only cure.
S ROSE. MOORE
The strongest and most grateful
statements possible to make come from women who by taking

it

MASS NEILSEN QUIETS Flatlite OF
A CHICAGO AUDIENCE.
•

small

filet..
l'aidertteath
Clulm•s a Deusti for
1:'ills.

Vinol builds you up
and keeps you up

River &ages.
Cairo ..
25.0
Chattanooga
4.8
eineinnati
18.2
Bransville
14.7
Florence
3.7
Johnsonville ..
8.9
Louisville
8.8
Mt. Carmel
6.0

Stage

We Use the King of All I
Bosom Ironers...Why?

RIVER NEWS 1
2.6
0.3
0.8
0.1
0.5
0.9
0.1

rise
rise
rise
risel
rise
rise
fall
fall
vise
fall

First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second -The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoarself Ly
sending us your laundry.

Chicago, Feb, 2e5.--A panic in the
...
Auditorium here during the grand
Nashville
t95 9.4
opera performance Saturday
Pittsburg
night
. 3.3 1.2
was averted by the presence of mind
St. Louts
14.9 2.3 mew
of Miss Alice Neilsen, who was singMt. Vernon
13.7 0.4 tea
made from native roots and herbs, have escaped serious operations, as
ing the prima donna role. A small Our delicious Cod Liver Paducah
.17.6 3.6 rise
evidenced by Miss Rase el°urea case, of 307 W.26th St., N.Y. She writes:blaze underneath the stage caused prepar
ation without oil.
Dear Mrs. Pinkliam:-"Lydia K Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
the stage manager to order the steel
Two and a half
cured me of the very worst form of female trouble and I wish to express
of ra
Bette
r
than old-fashioned brought the river upinches
lire curtain lowered. The sight of
to you my deepest gratitude. I suffered intensely for two years
three and a
so that
I was unable to attend to my duties and was a burden to my family.
the barrier an dthe mei: of smoke cod liver oil and emulsions
half feet in the last 48 hours. Ths
doctored and doctored with only temporary relief and constantly objectingI
brought,, the audience of over 4,0010 to restore health
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
-rise from Saturday 'to Sunday was
for
to an operation which I was advised to undergo. I decided to try Lydia
persons to their feet in alarm. The
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound;it cured me of the terrible
1.5 and from Sunday to Monday was
trouble
and I am now in better health than I have been for many years."
dash for the exits had hardly begun Old people, delicate children, 2. Rainfall 2.58.
The stage this
This and other such cases should encourage every woman
when Miss Neilsen darted under the weak run-down persons, morning was 17.6.
try Lyto
Business at the
dia E. Pin kham's Vetattable Compound before she submits
to an operation.
descending curtain and called to the and after sickness, colds, wharf today was
good.
Mrs. Pinkharn's Standing Invitation to Women
Her Voice rose above the tumult coughs, bronchitis and
Labor troubles, of which the Butall
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
and stilled the panic before she had throat
promptly communicate with Mrs. 'entitles-re at Lynn. Mass.
terff has had its part in the past, are
and lung troxibles.
From the
symptoms given, the trouble may be located and the quickes
finished the first verse. Then the
falling on that packet again. On acsurest
t
and
,
way of recovery advised.
There's Only One Way to Get
curtain was raised, a fireman appear- Try it on our guarantee. count of tremble
with the monsters at
111 ed on the etage and reassured the W. B. elePHERSON, Druggist. Nashville the Buttorff probably will
Rich and That's by Saving.
audience, and the opera was resumed,
miss the short trip to Clarkeville,anu,
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
At the crowded down town corner !story window,
"I'm glad I ain't in after a wild outburst of cheering on
at any rate, will not arrive Imre until
TRE REPORTER.
7.he
frightened
small,
of the money you earn, deposit it each month
pedestrians, were that crowd!"-Chicago Tribune.
the part of the audience. During the
Mr. Carnegie, like George Vandei- after today. Nashville seems to be a
levelling out of the wk: of street
confusion someone entered the dressor oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
bilt and many other Ilea men, once poor labor town for the packets.
ears„ automobiles, delivc
ing room of M. Constantine. leading
wagons, "De man data continu
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
One of the mills on the Tennessee.
longed to be a reporter-From World
ous'y kickand poacemen ontorsebaek. "Gosh!"
lag,' sad Uncle Eben, "ainerally tenor of the San Care) Opera corn- Editorial.
river !lost a large raft early this
accumu
late a substantial sum. We will loan. Ton a
exclaimed the window washer, looksoun's ales he was apologizing in his 1>any, and stole a diamond pin which
morning, as one bumped leto the
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
ing down on them from his perch
had
been
And
wee- they Might.
presented to him by the
own special way foil not haein' had
whartboat at
o'clock and floated on
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
on the narrow ledge of a fifteenth
,
king of Spain. The trinket was valFor all their riches.
better sense."-Washington Star.
down the river.
small
amount
ued at several thousand dollars.
s.
I
s
Can't give to them
When the rooms of the Marine EnThe incident marked the concludThe manner which is
gineers' association, 118 Broadway,
ing performance of a week's season
Inherited in the
are painted and otherwise furnished,
•
here.
Hustling fellow
as planned, the epaaciation will have
telk
At home in purple
awe
I
.
% ,'•
.
fine quarters in Paducah.
Or in yellow.
John Dozier will go on the Saltila'
retzrailittiferetasitfis**Weseelssealeaseeeseeeseyeses
lo as head engineer and Fred Ruthi ROCKEFELLER'S WEALTH.
Today he talks
man, new on the Saltlike will stop
You get handsome, well
With tiamps and things
appointed carriages
off 'here to superintend repairs on
Is
when I serve you. We
tadielleIniKeastalateigalaleallaiNial.WIMEEMIeD
Tomorrow shakes the
machinery of the Clyde now on the
give pronit personal atHand of kings
ways.
Buthman is chief engineer of
tention at all thnes.
New York, Feb. 23.-The
magniRegarding one
the St. Louis and Tennessee River
tude of John D. Rockefeller's; forHARRY ANDERSON, PHONE
Ae not inferior.
915
Packet company.
tune was developed today in an inNor yet the other
The City of Saltillo arrived at noon
quiry here. In reply to a question
An Indorsement.
As superior.
her bewilderment.
today
from the Tennessee river 01.
Frederick T. Gates. Mr. Rockefeller's
A bride's mother
The bride rarrieh the check to a
present
her
ed
the
first
trip
since
before
11111111M1=11116.
Christmas.
busines representative, said:
with a check on Christmas day. With desk, :aid it down and nibbled the
He makes his way
The
5,altille
had
a
good
trip
and
left
'There have been a great many
a feeling of the utmost importance. end of a pcn thoughtfully, Then inThrough money bags,
for St. Louis.
amusing miastatements on the subshe took it down to the bank in which spiration came, and she wrote
And tinds no obstac7es
tri!ferry Mix has ship:a as head enject. Several yeirs ago Senator Hoar
her husband had opened an amount umphantly across sthe back:
In Taste
gineer on the Birmingham, which
in the senate credited KT. Rocketor her, says the PhEadelphia Ledger.
Omniscient quite,
"For Fanny, front caothee, Christwill leave today for the Tennessee
We are the only dentists in
feller with a fortune of $1,000,040,The cashier took the check, then mas, 1906."
And omniprescent,
river
after
ties.
000. Quit; recently a statement hes
Paducah who take out your old
handed it back politely, saying:
He's out to get
The towboat !eagle arrived from
been mad
and published widely
teeth and insert new ones the
The stuff he hasn't
"Will you please indorse it madThe
Germans consume
St.
Louis
yesterd
1081
ay
and
left this
throughout the country that his ansame day. The old and well
pounds of meet a head a year; the
morning .with a tow of loge for the am?"
nual income exceeded $100,000,004E
He's cavalier
puz
"
zlined
do
.rse' It.
trodden paths are good, but the
reeetated the hr de, English, 118.4 pounds per bead.
eame point.
Now the faces are that Mr. RockTo
every
lady;
The Charles Tenter arrived yesnew paths are batter. We have.
efeller has at various times himself
„yes,
Heat debonair.- ee • •• •
across the hack, yet; hauyi.,teediey front eite Tennessee river wire
Any fool can catch on, but it takes
taken the lead, so come with us.
authorized a statement that his forTo what
replied
(is shady;
the
man, too busy to notice a' wise man to let go.
ties
and
is now at Joppa unloading.
itune cannot exceed $250,000,000 to
He treats the millionaire
Full set of teeth
Both Lee line pac4cets arrived
$b 00
4300.000,000. Furthermore, his inPolitely,
Sunday, The Peters Lee at 8 o'clock
Gold Crowns, 22k.
icome,
instead
of being $100,000,000,
$3 50
And treats a bunch of
in the morning from Cincinnati goFillings
,or anything like it. cannot, in his
150c and up
Coppers nightly.
ing down, and the Georgia Lee from
S
moot prosperous year, have exceedHours 8 a. m to 8. p. in.
Remember we use only the
Memphis in the afternden going up.
ed $15,000,000 to $20,000,000. The
Sooday 9 a in. to 4 p. M.
He suits himself
,
The John Hopkins arrived Sunday
best
materia
ls
and
guarant
ee
all
pubic
general
ly
are
PHONE 330
under the imTo circumstances.
and
left en time this morning for
gold work 10 years.
pression that he owns a mejority or
And takes whet comes,
Evansville.
the Standard Oil stock. 'roe facts
Including chances;
The Ctity of Memphis will be due
are that Mr. Rockefe:ler's holdings
He may be something
tonight from the Tennessee river.
of Standard Oil stock are abotrt 20
--Of a sinner
Ilusiness Was fair for the
Dick
204 1-2 Broadway, Over Cherry's Gfocery,
per cent."
But he can pray
Fowler in the Cairo trade this mornTo come out winner.
ing.
SHERIFF"S QUIlseTIS
DIORIC4.
Wel may the rich man
Given and Other County Business; Is
Long to be
"Everybody Should Know."
Transacted.
A good reporter,
says C. G. Hays, a prominent busineas
Suet as
man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen's
Fiscal court adjourned Saturday
Who has no millions
Arnica
Salve is the quickest and surafternoon at 4 o'olock after settltne
From the game.
est healing salte veer applied to sore,
with the sheriff and county treasurer,
But somehow he gets there
burn or wound, or to a case of piles.
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign, and transacting routine business.
Just the same.
I've used it and know What I'm talkCounty
Treasur
er James UtterMarkets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-W. J. Lampton, in New York12
ing about." Guarinteed by all drugback settled with the lescal court se
-W. J. Larnpton.
livered each day. No extra charge for delive
gists, 11!...
ry.
forows: October 2 to February 22,
The Courierelournal
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIS
Louisville Times
county levy fund, balance $1.661.11:
The C-nronercial-appeal
T
In Reset.
St. Louis Republic
Kiug beopold's Erratic Habits.
pauper
The Record- Herald
teind,
reme
period, overdraft
Chicago Examiner
Frater
nity Building. Both Phones 835
In "Thee Blood-Money of the
The Globe-lasnmerat
of $2,995.08; :Wariest, accounts. etc..
Chicago Tribune
The P!al-laspatch
Congo," in the January Everybody's,
Nashville American
were allowed and the board adjournThe News-Scimitar
Cincinnati Enquirer
Robert E. Park writes:
ed affer directing County Attorney
-...,,
The Star-Chronicle
Chicago Daily News
"These silent titaings of the king,
A:ben Barely to advertise for bids
to
which he is greatly given, have at
for printing a flneneial statement of
times been found inconvenient by his
the county. and Chairman Emcee of
Regigter Office, 523 Broadway
ministers, who have supposed their)
the conk house committee to look
sovereign hard at work in hei study
careful]: after the court house yard
until his whereabouts were reportest
Turns Cattle, Horses, Hogs-Is Practically
Indestructible
in some remote corner of the world.4
-4k
of the "Better KIM" -of
i
is
n
told
that
once,
when
his
ministeurmlehed rooms are advertised toers had found themselves unable to
day.
gain access to him. they were suddenly estouaded by reading a press ac,count of the arrival In tile MediterI aincan
of the' royal yacht with tile
kale ind his three daughters on
board. Glowine descrtptions followed of their public reepetion at the
rarlotts ports at which they touched.
As the three princesses were at home
in the palaces at the time, the affair,
He-You might as well acknowledge ,in the ilaht
of the king's well-known
that from the Bret you intended to reBuy your new fence for years to come. Get the big,
proclivities for sinconventional amuse
heavy wires, the
hinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly
beet ma
proportioned quality of steel
!mettle,
that is not too hard nor too soft.
took on a sufficiently lurid
Ellie- Oh. nonsense! Why. Miff the
We can show you ibis fence in our stock
Gold Shell caowne
and explain its merits
$3.150 time I didn't know whether you were hue. To prevent scandal more than
superiority, not oaly in the fell but in
and
the fmtkl. Come and see us
going
usually
to
propose.--N
flagrant, the princesses shut
ew York World.
Gold Fillings
and get'
our prices.
51.00 up
themselves up in the palace, where
Silver Fillings
75c • geysers FROM THE MOUNTAINS
Ralliird's Know Liniment Is omitted for they remained until their tither FRW
Partial Plates
$5.00 tRhheengmo:tdism
it stee
l .
Wrightfor expectedlyfit td appear
p
satiornes. ore
asagain as quietly and sinall
All work guaranteed.
\V. Loving. Grand Junetion, Coe,
he had vanished. The
writes: el used Ballard's Snow
'daughters' in the MSc were three
ment last winter for RheumatismLintand!
can recommend It an the
best Liniment airframes whose names were bywords.
Cut this coupon out and bring
on the market. I taought at the
tionf'on the boulevards of Paris."
I Was taken down with
It with you, It la worth $1.00.
troubl•
that It would he a week before I could
Each person is limited to one
get about, but an applying your
Liniment several times durIn2,- the night
Solicitor making a concession to
coupon for each job of plate or
R was about In It hours and well In
his client In the matter of chargeebridge work only. Until alter
three days."
Sold by all druggists. •
"Wee!, Sand). secitig
Atari 1, '07.
leent your
father, I'll make it Rex guineas."
"Itartisits ie In an awful fix "
"GtIld mite. mou! Um glad
- What's the
•
ye didna ken grandfaether!"-runelf
SOY
"The doctor has ordered him to
Corner Second and Kentucky Avenue,
stay in his room, and hie landlady
King
Leopold
of Brussels is reekDENTIST.
Phone 328.
hats ordered him to 2110
,
11."- New °tea as the richest mail in lit urope,
aktb as/ Dreading.
N
York Mall.
•
8S tar as MI estate is concerned.
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Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
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Mechanics and .
. - -, , , • Farmers Savings Bank

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

210 Broadway

OUR SPECIALTY

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

The Hill Dental Co.
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Real Estate Agency.
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JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
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Stands Like a Stone Wall

,
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To Save Money

COOK WITH GAS
To Save More Money

Gut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.

Buy your Gas Stove between now
and March 1. On that date the prices
on stoves will be increased 10 to 15
per cent.
•,
Now is Your Chance
-

h e--

Paducah Light

-

4 Power Co. Dr. ifing Brooks

l

AMERICAN FENCE
BUY THE BEST

F. H. Jones

Agents for Paducah, Ky.

Co.

Also Full Line of Hardware
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Drugs
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Masquerader,

FARE SENTIMENTS
AND EXPRESSIONS

PAGE !SEVEN.

ONE MTEAK

vvror.

Most Paducah People 'nave a 'Weak
Part and Too ones It's the Back.

.t Futile geese
Hurry,
Worry,
Thus we go,
Tolling,
Moeing
Blow for blow

Oak Dale Hotel
Elrookpart, Ill.

Rates $1 a Day.

Eterythieg 01
,Everyone has a weak spot.
Mrs. I. I Lactase, Prepristran.
Too often its a bad back.
Twinges follow every Sudden twist.
l'ort Drummers Repudiate the Dail aching
keeps up, day hint
; If yOn need Drugs, anything
Raging.
night,
In the Toilet Line, a presctiption
Aging,
Idea
Tells you the kidneys need help-filled promptly and correctly, or
Etc.
Speeding fast,
For backache is really kidney-ache.
anything in the Patent or Progiaiiia4CC011haje44
Sinning,
A. kidney cure is what you need.
1111WayrI5at, fie.. by Harper le Brothers
prietary Medicine Line, teleWinning,
(Laeurporated.)
Martha Cadirriereitil Club Flat
-Footed
Doan's Kidney Pills cure siek kidphone S. H. Winstead, the Drug- ....._
-..
At the ittet.
—..a.aw“
•._. - -.r _fig.,1_,_2
112111 Romany, no IIASINIU.E
D
For It Against Action or
neys.
•
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
27 colleges in 15 scared POSITIONS 51
committee.
tired or rtioneckfil'NDED M.0 teach NIT
Cure backache and all urinary ills.
and Broadway. Here are a few
Rapia,
AIL. Catalogue
convince von th•
aankon's T
BEST. Call or smo fin
Paduca
h people recommend the
things wtich he does well:
Vapid,
nttalogse
(Continued front Yesterday.).
.
remedy,
Place weset.
"Yon have been silent and patient for
He tries to merit your trade.
It was no moment for .fencing,
W. W. Morris, residing at 9.02
11.`Oft LEGIIILATURE
rears," be said suddenly. "Call you
Tainted,
!oder knew it. "In seriousness," he be patient
Bronson street, Paducah, a school
and silent a little longer?'
Painted,
He handles only the best
replied shortly.
teacher, well known in Paducah, says:
He atatike Withbet consideration. He
Guards we get.
goods.
-Then I shall speak seriously too." was conscio
us of no selfishness be"One of the members of my fami:y
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
Her voice shook slightly and the color; neath his
Louisvil
le, Feb. 25.-Poet-11,
wamds. In the first exerciite
has been troubled with kidney disSighin
g„
•KENTUCKY.
same back into her face, but the haud lf conscious
He gives prompt attention to
strength the primitive de- the Travelers' Protective association, ea.e for
some time. A good ntimikr
Dying,
en the arm of the chair ceased to trem- sire to reduce all element
telephone orders.
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
s to his own went on record last night as oppos- of would-b
e cures were tried but they
ble. "For &life ttfan ftair Oars
Maybe fame,
He delivers goods promptly.
vereigrity aubruerged erery other ing legisat
ion to bring about a flat did not permanently
and Library Work a specialty.
lave known that you take drugs -for 'motion.
relieve the trouDust to
can't enter into the passeng
er
rate
of two cents a mile on ble. We noticed an, adverti
pore than four yeert; I have sequieseed' thing," lie said;
He makes a specialty of his
"like you, I give no
Dust-so
sement
th year 'deeeptIrrhs, in'
railroads, - The business men who about Dean's
,bar maati- 2iplantitlims. I
Prescription Department.
can only tell you that
Kidney Pills and sent
Ends the game
'leases-compos
e
the
MI the day we talked together in this
organization declared to Alvey & List's drug store and
got
There alllifie
.
ae [mottoes silence. Then room
Paul Cook.
He employs none but licensed
I was myself-in the full pos- that, since interchangeable mileage a box. The pills were
Loder stepped forward.
used and found
METROPOLIS, ILL.
prescription clerks.
session of my reason, the full kuowl- has been granted in Southeastern
"l'ou knew-for four years?" he said,
ter- to do all that is claimed far them,
A STITCH IN TIME
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
adge of my own capacities. The man ritory as well as
Will save nine. So -will a bottle of
very rilifwly. For the first time that
in Western, enough and we can eudorse this remedy
He treats you as be would
to Ballard's Horehound
you have known in the last three
Syrup always kept Newest and best hotel in the city.
night be remembered Chilcote and
has been done by the railroads, and anyone who is a sufferer
have you treat him.
from kidney on hand save many a spell of sic-kness. Rates $2.4iti.
weeks, the man you have 11bn-tried In
Two large sample
forgot himself.
A
more should not be asked.
sure
trouble for we have great conaelence chitis cure for Coughs, Colds. Bron- totem.
the last four years, is a shadow, an
and Whooping Cough. Mrs. S-,
Bath rooms, Electric lights.
Ere lifted her heed with a quick
He extends every courtesy to
In its merits."
anreality-a weakness in human form.
Hot Springs, Ark.. writes: "I keep a The only
centrally located Hotel in
gesture, as If, tp dinging off discrebottle of Rallard's Horehound Syrup in
each customer.
' Roads Own Defeat.
There is a new Ctilcote-if you will
For sale by all dealers. Price 5's my medicin
tIOn-and silence, she apPrechtted to tlie
e chest, and thank my fore- the city.
mly see him."
Chicago
thought
,
Feb,
many
e5.
cents.
times.
-Leading railIt hats prevented COMME
Foster-Milburn Co„ Hurrah).
full the nekv relief Of Speech.
He appreciates your trade.
RCIAL PATRONAGE SO=
many severe spells of sickness."
Eve wds trembling as be ceased; her way officials here
have given up hope New York, sole agents for the rnited
"Yes. I kuew. Perhaps I should have
Sold by all druggists.
LICITE
(nee
of
was
flushed;
maintai
there
ning
was
spoken
States.
a
a
strange
When
higher
I
filet elitpris;ed the seSo don't forget, when you
passenger
brightne
ss
in
her
eyes.
She
rate
cret,
was
First
hut
in
movIllinois than 2 cents per mile.
it's all so past that it's useless
Suburbanite- "What time
need anything In the Drag or
Remember the name--Doan's-ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
to *Peetilate ibvv. It 'Was fate, I pep- ed heyond herself.
They were reliably informed that and take no other.
do you get home evenings?" Second
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele"But
the
other
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
you-the old you?"
pose. I was very young, you were
Governo
Suburba
r Deneen proposed to have
nite-"Well, I have no reguphone 756 and see what prompt
"You umst be patient." He locked
very unapproachable, and-aud we had
the state rail/say and
lar time; I leave the office regularly
and satisfactory aervice. you will
warehouse
no love to make the way easy." For a down Into the 'fire. -Times like tile
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
at 5:45."-Somerville Journal.
commission issue an order reducing
get.
second her glance faltered and she last three weeks will come againlooked away. "A woman's--a girl's- mum come again; they are inevitable. the maimxum rate from 3 to 2 1-2
.2p. :MAGAZINES
The rate of speed across the Saws
disillusionlug is a very sad comedy-it When they do come. you must shut cents per mile, but now comes news
your
eyes
-yob
must
blind
yourself. that the governor Insists on a maxishould never have an audience." She
nan rallroal rarely exceeds 25 miles
laughed a little bitterly as she looked' You must ignore them-sad me. Is it mum rate of 2 cents in
an hour.
Illinois beback again. "I saw all the deceits, all a compactr 'he still avoided her eyes. cause the states
The March Century is a Garden
surroun
ding
It
She turned to Min aUletly. "Yeshave
the subterfuges, all the-lies." She
passed 2 cents a mile laWs, or are Number, covering wide and varied
PROPRIETOR
said the word deliberately-, meeting his if you wish it," she said, below her
range of outdoor interests-Charlescertain to do so.
breath.
eyes.
WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORE.
ton gardens, Persian gardens, workHe was conscious of her glance, but
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Again he thought of Chileote,•but'hit
he dared net meet it. He felt sick at
airmen's gardens, flower arrangeEvery Wednesday at 4 p. m.
BOTH PHONES 756.
face paled.
Repudiates; 2-Cent Fare Rap.
the part he was playing, yet he held
A. W. WRIGHT,
'I saw it all. I lived with
till
famaha, Feb. 25.-A split in the ment in Japan, and a review by e
Master
tenaciou
to'lt
Broadway and Seventh Street.
sly.
I grew hard arta *different-till 'I ac'Dutch expert of Luther Burbak's
EUGENE ROBINSON,
Clerk
"I wonder if you could do what few Commercial club has arisen over the
quiesced In your 'nerves' ns readily as
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question of railroad legislation, and work in scientific horticulture.
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capable
the lest of the world that hadu't susSocialism.
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live
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the present?'
Professor
to one vote, repudiated the
laughed
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"And
thought
I
the
porter about the -wide intaiaeet that
Indifference tveuld last forever. If one He lifted his head slowly and met her resolution of the executive commit- of Plant Anatomy and Physiology in
the world now takes in-socla:ism and
the rniversity
of Amsterdam, is
lives in a groove for years, one gets eyes. "This Is an-an experiment," he tee opposing the 2-cent fare.
Chocolate and Vanilla
which
went on. "And, like all experiments,
the tabor question. "'Socialism and frozen up. 1. never felt
the article of most scientific value
more frozen
was
present
ed
to
the
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CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located

at

Olauber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

. TO LET

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists

ILLYHEC. CH
CURE

LUNC8

Dr.King's
New Disco,.
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American.German 'National 'Bank
227 Broadway
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WHEN WILL YOU CLEAN HOUSE?

The annual renovating time will soon be
here---just the time to add to the attrac
tiveness and comfort of the home by the acquisition of a
new piece of furniture---a new rug, or
new draperies for
doors and windows. Make your select
ions now while our stock is large an
d there are many
splendid things to choose from. Purcha
ses will be held for future delivery---if
you so desire. Don't
wait until you are in the midst of hous
e-cleaning, then rush to the store and pe
rhaps get something
that you don't want. Buy now, when
you can take the time to make a proper sel
ection, and when
the variety is large. A few suggestions be
low of the good things you will find he
re:
Carpets, Russ, Oilcloth,
Linoleum, Mattings

Chinatvare, .20eensboare,
Coilet Sets

We open the season with the
grandest array we
have ever before offered you
. Our advantages in
buying these goods in such
immense quantities
enables us to offer you prices,
regardless of the
recent sharp advances, that will
compete with any
of the large cities. See this line
and prices sure.

1

You will enjoy seeing this beautifu
l line whether
you purchase or not. We cordiall
y invite you to
call and inspect the same, for you
will see many
new and attractive pieces. We sho
w you in "open
stock" the well known lines of Havila
nd &To., J.
Pouyat, Bavarian, German, etc. Pri
ces are right.

Rope and Tapestry
Portiers
Each week brings us new creations in this
line. Our patterns are from the leading manuiacturer
s, fresh from the
factory, and will add greatly to beauti
fying your home.

Graphophone
10 in. Disc Records

Kitchen
Cabinets

Direct Action
Gas Stoves

This article will lessen
your work these coming
hot sumsner months. Get
a genuine McDougal.

Ready for baking the moment you
light the oven burners. Saves you
one-third the gas bills. All connections made free of
charge.

FINISHED AFTER A YEAR
After a year of hard work and the exp
enditu4-e of a pile of money our extension
s and improvements are at last completed and
we are prepared to install phones on short notice
.
Business Phones $2.50 a Month
Residence Phones $1.50 a Month

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.

CheKentucky 1N
BOTH PHONES 54s.

Matinee and Night

James Boys in Missouri

Prices, matinee, children 10av

idnits 25c. '
- Night aria's-25e, 35e

and 50e.

Ask to see

The Knox
Just the best folding cart
made. A nice assortment
just received.

TRADE MARA

• 11.2' 1

—11

The world-beater for a floor'
covering. Perfectly sanitary and
guaranteed to outlast any covering
costing
twice the price asked.

- N. FGIJRTII -S" T.
PADUCAH KY.
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Engineer Merritt Goes Free.
Fulton, Ky., Feb. 25.—The grand
jury of Carlisle county In session at
Hardwell refused to indict Lee
MerTHE RIG
ril. the I. C. engineer who figured in
Mein-Ora:laic Feaet.
the wreck at Bardwell January
11.
A New and Modern Stage Story
Merrit was arre4cd after the wrec
k
on a charge of criminal negligence
In
dIrtregarding signals, thereby
being
responsible for the wreck. He
was
k romantic [Aire Tale
given an examining trial and held
NT
Also Embodying Sensation Features action of the gran
d jury, and the acand Situations of Intense Intereet tion of that body
In refusing to indict him sets hint free and close the
A NEW PLAY
s
Exp•olting the Most Thrilling Hap- care.
penings indulged In by these Famous
Glad lie Failed.
Brothers.
liardwell, Ky., Feb. 25.—Crit BosTHE GREAT "BLUE cur, TRAIN
well, one of the most prominent men
ROBBERY.
In Carlisle county, attempted to
comAs It Actually Occured Sept. 7, 11441. mit suic
ide at his home near Milburn.
The most natural train effect ever He
drank a quantity of slightly diprod need.
luted earbolle arid. Ills wife
burA Marvel in Scenic Splendor mull
Maaelvenew.---Every Act Superbly
,
Nftsu n t ed.
A C.afiT
STERIANG wonrtt
Pettus. and C;atesly Cleverly Com
.
hints'.

SiTURDAY, March 2

Dining Room Furniture

Our showing of Sideboards, Buffets,
ension Tables and
Prices from $18 to $29 Chairs is extensive. We guaratee Ext
prices cheaper than
None "just as good." ,
elsewhere, quality considered.

Price $12.75 up

We have another nice assortmen
t of
exchanged records, which we
will
sell you as long as they last for 25
c
each.

CLOSIED

Wednesday Night, Feb. 27
The Donna Seymour Musical
Comedy Co.
The

Presenting
Musical Satire

BLUE BEARD, JR.
HANS REIG AND DONN
A SEYMOUR
A Beauty

40

Chorus of

LADIES 40
production as played
at the

The original
Iroquois theater
when the terrible disaster
In which the theater
was burned, 0,
eurred.
Prices-25c, 35c, 50e, 75c
and $1.00
Seats on sale Tuesday 9
in.

HUMMEL BROS.,INSURANCE--Phone 279

4 ,•

